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When the United States started their postal service, recipients paid for their 

mail when they picked it up from the office.  However, the dependence on the       

recipients to consistently pick up and pay for their mail became an issue - if      

customers refused to pay for mail after it had arrived at its destination, it would be 

up to the Post Office to bear the loss of delivering it. 

The creation of standardized postal rates, postage stamps, and prepayment by 

the sender helped alleviate the problem.  In April of 1855, the US passed an act   

requiring all letters to be prepaid. 

As the country adopted a prepay system for postage, problems still arose when 

mail was overweight or incorrectly stamped.  Overweight items, advertised mail, 

and additional fees were just a few of the many reasons that postage might be owed 

on mail.  These extra charges would need to be paid.  The post office employed a  

variety of methods to receive payment, such as holding letters until the senders 

paid the deficiency.  Another method was to apply DUE marks, letting the  receiving 

postmaster know they should collect money from the addressee before handing over 

the message. 

So Much to Due 
The Large Numeral Postage Due Stamps 

Their development, history and Uses 

 In 1859, France issued the first ever “postage 
due” stamp, solving the accountability problem within 

their system.  Stamps bearing the amount underpaid 

would be placed on letters when the money was     
collected.  For every stamp that was no longer in the 

post office’s recorded stock, the appropriate amount 

would be required in the post office account. 

 Twenty years later, the US moved to pro-

duce their own postage due stamps following 

the French example.  In 1879 the creation of postage due stamps was authorized.  

These stamps were for use only by the post office and were not available for pur-

chase by citizens (although collectors still found ways to acquire the stamps). 

The American Bank Note Company was selected to design and print the new 

stamps, now known by collectors as the “large numeral” postage dues.  Stamps in 

denominations of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, and 5¢ were ready to use by summer, with larger de-

nominations available later in the year. 

News Clipping from the Evening Star,  

May 24, 1879  -  Washington, D.C. 

 The government was concerned that they had no method of knowing if the 

postmasters were actually collecting the postage due on these insufficiently paid 

letters.  Nor was there any way to know if the postmasters who collected the fees 

were depositing the money into the Post Office account rather than into their own 

pockets.  Accountability was entirely dependent on the postmaster themselves. 

France 1859 Postage Due 

10¢ Typographed 
 

     One of the world’s first stamps for collecting postage due 
on letters.  Issued by France in 1859, these stamps were printed 

in lithographed or typographed varieties. 

Originally issued in brown, the design was used for what are today classified 

as three distinct issues: brown (1879), red brown (1883), and bright claret (1891).  

 

 The purpose of this eight-frame exhibit is to is to demonstrate how and why they 
were created and used.  The exhibit is organized in three sections: 

 

 

I.) Development (Frames 1-2)     II.) Issued Stamps (Frames 3-4)     III.) Uses (Frames 5-8) 

Introduction, Essays, Proofs  

& Special Printings  

Issue Information, Flaws & Variations, 

Cancels & Precancels 

Domestic Covers (Frames 5-6) 

Overseas Covers (Frames 7-8) 

 Early die essays of the large numeral postage due stamps are  
rare.  The first complete engraved essays, for denominations 1¢ - 5¢ 
were printed from large dies and backed with card.  Because these were 

the first essays, only the 1¢ die was given a control number: C.10 

It is believed that some of the large die essays were cut down, close 

to the border, creating the “cut close” essays shown at right. 

 

1¢ & 5¢ Slate Gray on India  -  Cut Close 

This double-ribbon “HELD FOR POSTAGE” handstamp was a stock postmark used by many cities  

from as early as 1858, into the 1920s. 
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Essays Unpaid Postage - On India Paper 

1¢ Gray Black on India 

1¢ Dull Blue on India 

1¢ Dull Green on India 

1¢ Dull Red on India 

1¢ Dull Brown on India 

2¢ Gray Black on India 

2¢ Dull Blue on India 

2¢ Dull Green on India 

2¢ Dull Red on India 

2¢ Dull Brown on India 

3¢ Gray Black on India 

3¢ Dull Blue on India 

3¢ Dull Green on India 

3¢ Dull Red on India 

3¢ Dull Brown on India 

5¢ Gray Black on India 

5¢ Dull Blue on India 

5¢ Dull Green on India 

5¢ Dull Red on India 

5¢ Dull Brown on India 

The United State’s first postage due stamps were designed and printed by the 

American Bank Note Company. 

The design featured a large denomination numeral in a lathe work oval.  The  
design was approved by Third Assistant Postmaster General A.D. Hazen in April 

1879, and dies of the design were engraved.  Production essays of the design are 
nearly identical to the issued stamps with one important difference: the text 

around the oval reads “Unpaid Postage”. 

The “Unpaid Postage” essays exist only in 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, and 5¢ values, as higher  

denominations were not called for until after the stamps were issued.  Featured 
here are examples of the essays printed on India paper, cut small.  These essays 

are known in five different colors. 

Although the four stamp dies are similar in appearance, the entirety of each 

die was engraved individually, rather than reproduced by transfer roll.              
Differences in the frame engraving appear in several places - one example is the 

arrangement of lines in the corner ornaments. 

1¢ Essay 
Enlarged Photocopy, LL Corner 

5 short lines, 3 long lines 

2¢ Essay 
Enlarged Photocopy, LL Corner 

2 short lines, 3 long lines 

3¢ Essay 
Enlarged Photocopy, LL Corner 

2 short lines, 4 long lines 

5¢ Essay 
Enlarged Photocopy, LL Corner 

3 short lines, 3 long lines 
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Unpaid Postage - On Ivory Paper 

1¢ Signed Essay  -  Blue on White Ivory Paper 1¢ Signed Essay  -  Black Brown on White Ivory Paper 

1¢ Signed Essay  -  Scarlet on White Ivory Paper 1¢ Essay  -  Black on White Ivory Paper 

The “Unpaid Postage” essays 

were printed on India paper and 
white ivory paper.  The ivory    

paper essays are recorded in four 
colors: black-brown, blue,     

scarlet, and black. 

These essays were prepared 
for the directors’ desk books of 

the ABNCo.  The books were 
most likely broken up sometime 

in the 1950s.  Three of the     
essays here include signatures 
of the  engravers. 

1¢ Essay  -  Red Brown on White Ivory Paper 
Unlisted Color Variation 

The example above represents 
an unlisted color variation of the 

white ivory paper essays. 

Essays 

James Dunn and Douglas S. Ronaldson       

engraved the dies for the large numeral postage 

due stamps. 

The letters and numerals on the stamp were 

engraved by Ronaldson.   
In 1897, Ronaldson would leave 

the ABNCo to work as an engraver at 

the BEP. 

Portrait of D. S.  Ronaldson 

Dunn engraved the 

background, developing the lathe work design    

behind the value numeral. 
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Essays 

2¢ Essay  -  Black Brown on White Ivory Paper 

2¢ Essay  -  Blue on White Ivory Paper 

2¢ Essay  -  Black on White Ivory Paper 2¢ Essay  -  Scarlet on White Ivory Paper 

3¢ Essay  -  Black Brown on White Ivory Paper 3¢ Essay  -  Blue on White Ivory Paper 

3¢ Essay  -  Scarlet on White Ivory Paper 3¢ Essay  -  Black on White Ivory Paper 

5¢ Essay  -  Blue on White Ivory Paper 

5¢ Essay  -  Black on White Ivory Paper 

5¢ Essay - Black Brown on White Ivory Paper 

 Before the stamps were issued, the text on the oval frame was changed from “Unpaid Postage” 

to “Postage Due”.  There are no known records to explain why the change was requested, but it is  
believed that the new phrasing was selected because it was more accurate for the stamps’ uses.  The 

stamps were used not only for unpaid postage, but also for other charges such as advertising fees 

and penalties. 

 The new “Postage Due” dies were produced from transfer rolls of the “Unpaid Postage” dies, and 

modified to include the new text.  The new dies were made quickly.  When the postage due stamps 
were issued to post offices in May 1879, newspaper articles were still incorrectly describing the 

stamps as “Unpaid Postage”. 

Unpaid Postage - On Ivory Paper 

News Clip from Essex County Herald 

Guildhall, Vermont  -  May 2, 1879 
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Proofs Large Die - Trial Color 

1¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

2¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

3¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

5¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

10¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

30¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

50¢ Proof  -  Black on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

Large die proofs of the completed large numeral postage due stamp designs were printed in both their issued colors and trial colors.  These proofs were produced 

both as die tests prior to issue, and as gifts and sample material after the stamps were issued.

 

Black proofs were printed as die inspections.  The dark color allows the engravers to more easily see the details of the design.  The black proofs here include the 

three higher denominations, indicating they were printed sometime after the initial issue of the stamps. 

The large die proofs on pages 7-8 were printed for presentation in engravers’ sample books.  They are printed in the issued color and die sunk on large card pages. 
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Large Die - Trial Color 

10¢ Proof  -  “Bright Claret” on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

 The “bright claret” trial color proofs are often 

listed as proofs of the 1891 third issue postage due 
stamps.  This is incorrect, as the bright claret trial col-

or proofs were printed well before the bright claret 

stamps were issued. 

 The ink of the bright claret trial color proof does 

not fluoresce as the ink of the 1891 stamps does. 

30¢ Proof  -  Olive Bistre on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

Only the large denomination (10¢, 30¢ and 50¢) 

proofs are known in the olive bistre trial color. 

50¢ Proof  -  Orange on India Paper 
Die Sunk on Card 

Post-production “trial color” proofs like the bright 

orange proofs were probably used for exhibit displays 

or as samples in stock books. 

Proofs 

1¢ Proof  -  Ultramarine on India Paper 2¢ Proof  -  Ultramarine on India Paper 

3¢ Proof  -  Ultramarine on India Paper 
5¢ Proof  -  Ultramarine on India Paper 

Backed by Card 

Due to the short production time of the postage due 

stamps, the brown color was selected quickly.  The set of      
ultramarine proofs below is one of the few proofs considered a 

genuine “trial color” - it was printed as a color test before the 
stamps were issued, and it only exists in the first four          

denominations. 
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Proofs Large Die Proofs 

1¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 3¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 

2¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 
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Proofs Large Die Proofs 

10¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 50¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 

30¢ Large Die Proof - On India Paper, Die Sunk on Large Card 
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First Issue Plate on India Paper (Blocks of four) 

1¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

2¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

3¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

5¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

10¢ Plate Proof  -  Dark Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

30¢ Plate Proof  -  Dark Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

50¢ Plate Proof  -  Dark Brown 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

Proofs 

Postage due stamps were printed from plates of 200 subjects.  Each plate was made of two 100 subject panes, arranged in a 

10x10 grid.   

Plates were made using a transfer roll.  Position dots in the plate were used to precisely align the transfer roll.  These dots can 

still be seen in some stamps.  (They are usually noticeable in the right arm of the “U” in the shield at the left side of the design.) 
 

The ABNCo initially produced postage due proofs on India paper for plate inspection, and later for presentation.  These proofs 

were often backed by card during the printing process to protect the fragile India paper. 

The brown India paper proofs were printed and approved in 1879.  Of the brown proofs the low denominations are known in a 

brown shade close to their issued ink color, while the 10¢, 30¢ and 50¢ denomination are known in either dark brown or red brown.  Although the high denomination 
proofs were printed in a red brown shade, they were not printed as proofs of the red brown issue.  The red brown issue (second issue) was not developed as a separate 

issue - it was the result of a shift in ink color that was later classified by collectors as a different issue.  There was no need for the ABNCo to produce new die proofs for a 

shift in color. 

Position dot on 3¢ stamp Position dot on 10¢ stamp 
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Proofs 

 The “H” proof was made for salesmen’s sample books.  The reason for the 

H shape is unknown.  The unusual arrangement was possibly designed to catch 

a customer’s eye, or to save space in the sample book. 

While hybrid proofs were common for most stamp issues of the time, they were 

often produced by pressing the cut proof on top of the blank India paper, rather 

than placing it into holes. 

Some of the existing H proofs are cut down from their full H-shaped layout. 

Hybrid H Special Printings Deep Brown 

Although stamps from this printing are not technically proofs and are listed 

as their own issue in philatelic catalogs, they were intended as display items for 

collectors’ albums rather than postal use. 

10¢ Deep Brown 

30¢ Deep Brown 

5¢ Deep Brown 

50¢ Deep Brown 

Since postage due stamps were not to be distributed to the public, the Post 

Office Department ordered a special printing of the large numeral stamps for 
sale to collectors.  This special printing, issued in 1879, was similar to the   

special printings of regular US stamps produced in 1875. 

These special printing postage due stamps were printed in superb, proof-

like quality with clear designs and dark brown color. 

It is unknown exactly how many of these special printing stamps were 
made available to collectors.  Between 100 to 5,000 stamps of each value may 

have made it to market. 

Hybrid H Proof 
1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 5¢, 10¢, 30¢ & 50¢  -  India Paper on Card 

The 10¢, 30¢, and 50¢ 

denomination postage due 
proofs in the medium brown 

shade on India paper are only 

found in the hybrid H proofs. 

The hybrid H proof is a 

rare and interesting form of 
hybrid proof.  The shape was 

made by placing seven India 
paper proofs, each cut down 

to the design edge, into     
specially cut holes in a larger 
piece of blank, die sunk India 

paper.  By placing the die 
proofs into holes, they lie 

flush with the India paper, 

leaving no exposed edge. 

Fewer than ten examples 

of the hybrid H proof are    

recorded. 

Cut Down Hybrid H Proofs: 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ - 50¢ - 5¢, 10¢, 30¢ Proofs on India Paper on Card 
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Proofs Plate on Card - Presentation 

1¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

2¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

3¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

5¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

10¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

30¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

50¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

Plate proofs were also printed directly on card.  These durable card proofs were produced as 

philatelic gifts for congressmen, officials, dignitaries, and members of the Universal Postal Union.  

The proofs were printed as sets and distributed in special envelopes. 

Card proofs of the postage due stamps were created in five printings between 1879 and 1893.  

Five hundred sets were produced for each printing. 

2¢ Plate Proof  -  Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

Second printing - 1885 

Brown 

Original Presentation Envelope  -  First Printing, 1879 

First printing - 1879 

Brown 

3¢ Plate Proof  -  Red Brown 
On Card, Presentation 

Third printing - 1890 

Red Brown 

5¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
On Card, Presentation 

Fourth printing - 1893 

Bright Claret 

10¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
On Card, Presentation 

Fifth printing - 1893 

Bright Claret 
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Proofs Atlanta Trial Colors 

Printed in 1881 at the request of the Post Office   

Department, these colorful card proofs were placed on 
made for display at the International Cotton Exposition 

at Oglethorpe Park in Atlanta, Georgia. 

Buildings for the International Cotton Exposition, Atlanta, GA 

From a Drawing by Horace Bradley 

Five sheets of one-hundred proofs were produced 
for every denomination; each sheet printed in a different 

color: black, scarlet, brown, green, and blue. 

Featured here is a complete set of all denominations 

and colors 
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Proofs Plate inspection - Irwin Flaw Specimen Printing Overprints 

1¢ Orange Brown 2¢ Orange Brown 3¢ Orange Brown 5¢ Orange Brown 

10¢ Orange Brown 30¢ Orange Brown 50¢ Orange Brown 

Postage due specimens were produced in 1879 and 1885.  These special 

printings were requested by the Universal Postal Union (UPU).  The UPU        
collected specimens of each member countries’ stamps for reference and as    

educational material for member countries to study.  These stamps were      
overprinted “SPECIMEN” and were void for use as postage or as payment for 

postage due. 

Specimens of the large numeral postage due stamps are recorded in brown 

and red brown.   

The red brown postage due specimen stamps are printed in a distinctly     
orange brown shade.  These specimens were produced around 1885 to 1887.  

Around this time, the UPU request was for three hundred and forty-five speci-

mens of each stamp. 

The brown stamps are especially rare, believed to have been produced as 

tests of the overprint for the 1879 request of eighty specimens of each stamp. 

In 1891, the ABNCo introduced a new fluorescent aniline ink for the postage 

due stamps.  These bright claret stamps are considered the third series of   

postage due stamp. 

Along with the color change, both 1¢ printing plates (numbers 313 and 314) 

were re-entered. 

To inspect the new dies, plate proofs were 

printed on card in black ink. 

The stamps printed from the second states of 
the plates show a flaw above the numeral in every 

position.  This flaw is known as the “Irwin Flaw”, 
named after John Irwin, a collector and             

researcher of the postage due stamps who wrote 

the first article describing the flaw. 

1¢ Plate Proof, 1891  -  Black 
Block of Four on Card 

 

 The Irwin flaw is known on all 1¢ large numeral postage due stamps     

produced after 1891. 

1¢ Plate Proof, 1891 
Black on Card 

Enlarged Photocopy 

Showing 1¢ Proof  
with Irwin Flaw 

Enlarged Photocopy 

Showing 1¢ Proof  

without Irwin Flaw 
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Proofs Bright Claret - Plate Blocks 

1¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

2¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

3¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

5¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

10¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

30¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

50¢ Plate Proof  -  Bright Claret 
Block of Four, on India Paper, Backed by Card 

 The bright claret proofs on India paper 

featured here were made to test the aniline 
ink used.  These blocks of four were printed 

from the plates used to print the third series 
of stamps.  The Irwin flaw is visible in the 1¢ 

proofs. 

 Bright claret proofs on India paper are 
not known to include plate numbers or     

ABNCo inscriptions.  Why these imprints 
were removed is unknown.  One theory is 

that the government did not want to promote 
the private company by including their logo 
on the proofs.  By 1895, the government 

(Bureau of Engraving and Printing) took over 
the printing for all postage stamps, including 

the postage due stamps. 
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Proofs 

5¢ Brown - Roosevelt Proof 
Mounted on Album Card 

5¢ Bright Claret 
Roosevelt Proof 

Mounted on Album Card 

Roosevelt Album Proofs 

The Roosevelt special printing of small die proofs was produced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in 1903.  The proofs were printed from the original      

American Bank Note Company dies on white wove paper and mounted on large gray cards for 85 presentation albums.  Two sets were produced for each album: one set 

in the brown shades of the 1879 issue, and one set in the claret color representing the 1891 issue. 
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Special Printing Bright Claret Imperforate 

 These rare proof-like stamps were printed by the ABNCo in 1935.  They 

were printed in bright claret aniline ink on stamp paper and gummed in the 

fashion of issued stamps, but not perforated. 

 These represent a special printing ordered by the Post Office Department 

for its collection.  Some were traded for other rarities needed in the National 
Collection.  Only one sheet of 100 of each value was produced.  These proofs are 

typically found as pairs. 

1¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

2¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

3¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

5¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

10¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

30¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

50¢ Bright Claret, Imperforate Pair 
On Gummed Stamp Paper 

Panama Pacific Proofs 

2¢ Bright Claret  
Pan Pacific Proof 

3¢ Bright Claret 
Pan Pacific Proof 

 The BEP produced another special printing of small die proofs in 1915 for 

exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, held in San Francisco.  Proofs of all 

three series of stamps were created, printed on yellowed wove paper. 

 These proofs were displayed along with proofs of all other US postage      

issues in frames around the Model Post Office that operated in the Mines and 

Metallurgy. 

Proofs 

The number of postage due proof sets produced for the Panama-Pacific 

proofs is uncertain, but it is unlikely that more than six exist. 

At right: Picture of the Model Post Office in 

the Mines and Metallurgy building  
at the 1915 San Francisco World Fair 

Photocopy from The Blue Book by Robert A. Reid 

Above: News Clip from  

Mekeel's Weekly Stamp News 
December 4, 1915 (page 420) 
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Issued Stamps Issue & Distribution 

Starting in late May 1879, the Post Office Department began distributing the newly printed postage due stamps 

to post offices around the United States.  The first supplies of the stamps were delivered and charged to each post   
office without requests from the postmasters.  Then, after each office was initially stocked, postmasters were in 

charge of requesting further orders and maintaining supplies. 

Above is the Official Post     

Office envelope that was used for 
delivery of the first shipment of 

postage due stamps to the office 
at North Monroe, Maine.  This  

envelope, sent in late June, held 
the bill for the delivery of the 

stamps. 

The bill (at right) was never 
signed by the postmaster, Mrs. 

Hannah Gould, nor was it         
returned to New York, as was     
requested.  The amount of stamps 

delivered is not mentioned. 

 Although the stamps were distributed 

as early as May, they were specifically not 
to be used until July.  This was to provide 

time for all postmasters to receive their 
supply, and to coincide with the start of 

the new yearly budget. 

Shown at right is a copy of a circular        
distributed in May 1879 by Third Assistant Post-

master General A.D. Hazen, shown here as it was 

reprinted by the United States Official Postal Guide 

in July 1879 (size reduced). The circular describes 
the new postage due stamps, their distribution, 

and their intended use. 
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Issued Stamps First Series: Brown 

1¢ Brown 2¢ Brown 3¢ Brown 5¢ Brown 

10¢ Brown 30¢ Brown 50¢ Brown 

 The first four denominations of postage due stamps (1¢, 2¢, 3¢, and 5¢) 

were authorized for use starting in July 1879.  The stamps were originally      
ordered to be reddish brown, but the stamps produced were printed in brown 

shades. 

In September of the same year, the three high value stamps (10¢, 30¢, and 

50¢)  were issued. 

The first issue of postage due stamps are known in a variety of shades.  

Early stamps were printed in a pale brown shade.  Stamps from later printings 

appear more yellow brown, and by 1883 they were a pale red brown color. 

3¢ Brown, Cancelled with July 8 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania receiving CDS 

First week of issue use 

The cover above was mailed during the first week that the postage due 

stamps were authorized for use.  The cover was send from Washington, D.C. on 
July 7th, 1879.  It was overweight, and an additional 3¢ first class postage rate 

was required.  The postage due stamp was applied at its destination in         

Philadelphia. 

The first series of large numeral postage due stamps were issued from 1879 

until 1883. By late 1883, the color shade had shifted enough to be considered a 

separate issue. 

YEAR 1¢ 2¢ 3¢ 5¢ 10¢ 30¢ 50¢ 

1879 5,755,400 642,900 8,396,000 873,300 --- --- --- 

1880 1,199,000 695,000 2,999,900 767,500 502,800 64,280 56,020 

1881 1,595,700 732,050 4,634,200 520,780 552,250 9,300 1,430 

1882 2,328,350 958,300 6,801,650 532,560 739,930 11,050 3,470 

1883 2,475,375 1,244,475 7,383,530 525,145 948,965 17,960 14,450 

The table above lists the amount of postage due stamps issued to postmasters during the first series issue.  

This data was collected from the reports of the postmaster general, as listed in Arfken’s Postage Due book. 
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Issued Stamps Second Series: Red Brown 

1¢ Red Brown 2¢ Red Brown 3¢ Red Brown 

50¢ Red Brown 

5¢ Red Brown 

10¢ Red Brown 30¢ Red Brown 

 

At the end of 1883, the American Bank Note Company began adding more red dye to the 

brown ink used for the postage due stamps.  This was possibly due to pressure from the Post 
Office Department who had originally ordered the stamps in red brown.  The additional red 

was added gradually, resulting in a variety of shades.  By 1885, all stamps printed could be 

classified as “red brown.” 

Although collectors recognize the red brown stamps as a distinct series, the Post Office did 

not publicly acknowledge the change until years later.  This is evidenced by the issue’s         

exclusion from the Roosevelt proofs, but its inclusion in the Panama Pacific proofs. 
 

 Shades continued to 
change throughout the 
printing of this issue.  
Deep red brown shades 
were printed in 1884; 

brown red shades in 1885; 
deep brown red shades in 
1887; and a deep red in 
1890. 

YEAR 1¢ 2¢ 3¢ 5¢ 10¢ 30¢ 50¢ 

1884 3,467,500 7,905,600 724,250 454,550 1,021,270 26,360 12,668 

1885 3,054,350 8,252,500 72,700 483,160 784,425 18,430 5,176 

1886 2,392,500 1,881,100 61,300 359,280 771,110 3,260 1,100 

1887 3,436,200 3,194,600 67,900 516,200 1,010,340 13,230 8,004 

1888 5,521,600 3,330,900 137,100 580,460 1,214,540 14,780 6,192 

1889 6,320,600 3,560,200 148,900 519,220 1,340,200 910 140 

1890 7,072,200 4,624,400 138,950 504,890 1,286,510 10,910 330 

The table above lists the amount of postage due stamps issued to postmasters during the second series issue.  

This data was collected from the reports of the postmaster general, as listed in Arfken’s Postage Due book. 

1¢ Red Brown - Earliest known use,  December 8, 1883 

On mixed use cover with 2¢ Red Brown (x2), & 5¢ Brown (strip of four) 
With reduced photocopy of cover front 

The cover at left is considered the earliest recorded use 

of a 1¢ red brown stamp, and a very early use of the 2¢ red 
brown stamp.  It was mailed on December 8, 1883 and was 

received the following day.  Most collectors consider 1884 to 
be the start of the red brown issue, but this late 1883     

usage demonstrates how the change in color was a gradual 

shift. 

This cover was mailed at the 2¢ per ounce First Class rate 

from Washington, D.C. to M.B. Hayes at the Hoffman House 
hotel in New York City.  The letter weighed seventeen ounces, 

but was only prepaid 9¢, the rate for four and a half ounces.  
“Due 25” and “C.O.D. 25¢” in manuscript are marked on the 

cover to state the deficiency. 

The due is paid with four 5¢ brown postage due stamps, 

two 2¢ red brown stamps, and one 1¢ red brown stamp. 
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Third Series: Bright Claret Issued Stamps 

1¢ Bright Claret 2¢ Bright Claret 3¢ Bright Claret 

50¢ Bright Claret 5¢ Bright Claret 10¢ Bright Claret 30¢ Bright Claret 

The American Bank Note Company switched to a new ink that included 

newly developed aniline dyes.  This ink produced a brighter, redder color that 
fluoresces under UV light.  The Post Office did not order this as an official 

change, but were aware of and accepted the change.  Shades printed with this 
new ink range from bright claret printed in 1891, to deep reddish claret printed 

around 1892. 
 Also at this time, the 1¢ die was re-entered, resulting in the “Irwin flaw” visible on all 

1¢ bright claret stamps (see frame 2, page 13). 

YEAR 1¢ 2¢ 3¢ 5¢ 10¢ 30¢ 50¢ 

1891 7,673,300 5,056,850 193,800 555,400 1,493,160 1,670 600 

1892 8,789,800 6,137,400 177,300 741,000 1,697,190 5,620 3,100 

1893 8,967,450 6,598,500 192,950 808,510 1,525,550 6,650 2,350 

1894 8,441,900 7,131,700 242,900 603,780 1,608,470 6,290 3,106 

1895 1,350,368 50,164 190,300 604,320 277,780 23,130 15,030 

The table above lists the amount of postage due stamps issued to postmasters during the second series issue.  

This data was collected from the reports of the postmaster general, as listed in Arfken’s Postage Due book. 

1¢ Bright Claret - Earliest known use,  June 9, 1891 

The cover above is the earliest reported use of the 1¢ bright claret postage 

due stamp.   

An oval-shaped, purple handstamp on the front of this cover reads “NEW 
YORK POST OFFICE / JUN 9 ADV / Due 1 Cent” - indicating that the letter was 

advertised in the local paper.  The 1¢ postage due stamp, 
cancelled with a New York double oval handstamp, paid the 

advertising fee. 

The letter was sent fully paid at the 2¢ first class rate from Mount Upton to New York 
City on May 29, 1891.  According to receiving stamps on the reverse, it arrived at the “A” 

branch post office (595 Broadway) on May 31. 

Also stamped on the cover is a circle reading “Unclaimed I.D.”  Unclaimed postmarks  

indicate that the mail was sent to the Dead Letter Office.  The initials “I.D.” are known on  
several different unclaimed stamps; while the true meaning of the letters is uncertain, it is 

possible they stand for “Investigation Division” or “Inquiry Division.” 

Enhanced Photocopy of Advertising Handstamp 
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Issued Stamps Plate Flaws & Variations 

10¢ Brown 

Imperforate Variation 
Vertical Pair 

This imperforate pair of 10¢ brown postage due 

stamps is a production variation.  Aside from the differing 
shades of browns, it is the only significant variation known 

in the first issue large numeral stamps. 

At some point in production, one plane of the 10¢ 
stamps escaped from the perforating machine.  That this  

imperforate pane was unnoticed and distributed by a New 
York post office was a complete accident.  This error      

created a rare, listed variation. 
The earliest known use of an imperforate 10¢ was in October of 

1879.  The largest known multiples of this variation are two strips of 

three. 

2¢ Red Brown 

Plate Gash 
Block of Four 

 A gash joins positions L15 and L16 on the 2¢ 

red brown large numeral postage due.  This gash    
exists only on the red brown varieties, indicating that 

the defect was repaired before the bright claret 

stamps were printed in 1891. 

Enlarged photocopy of 2¢ Plate Gash 

J22 

1¢ Bright Claret 

Plate Scratch 
Block of Four 

The 1¢ bright claret plate number 314 featured 

two known scratches.  The scratch featured in the 
block at left crosses the space between positions L74 

and L75. 

Enlarged photocopy of 1¢ Plate Scratch 

The other scratch (not shown) on this same plate is known on 

position L70, with a continuation on R61 and R62. 

J23 

2¢ Bright Claret 

Plate Scratch 

 This 2¢ bright claret stamp       

features a scratch horizontal through 
the “STAG” of “POSTAGE” at the top.  
The plate number and position of this scratch 

are uncertain. 
Enlarged photocopy of 2¢  

Horizontal Plate Scratch 

 This 2¢ bright claret stamp      

features another known scratch that 
appears vertical through the numeral 2.  
The plate number and position of this scratch 

are uncertain. 

J23 

2¢ Bright Claret 

Plate Scratch 

Enlarged photocopy of 2¢  

Horizontal Plate Scratch 
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 When it was issued in 1879, the 3¢ postage due stamp 

was primarily used for overweight domestic letters.  The 

charge for domestic letters was 3¢ per half ounce. 

 Two plates were used to print the 3¢ stamps, numbers 

316 and 317. 

 When the rate dropped to 2¢ in October 1883, the     
demand for 3¢ postage due stamps virtually vanished.  Post 
offices were overstocked with the brown stamps and        

continued using them beyond 1884 when the red brown    

series began. 

 

3¢ Brown 
Segmented Cork 

Issued Stamps values & Their uses 

 The 5¢ postage due stamp was primarily used on      

foreign mail matter.  When the 5¢ stamp was used on        
domestic mail, it was usually in conjunction with other 

stamps to pay higher fees.  It was not used as frequently as 

the lower denominations, and was rarely used alone. 

 One plate was used to print the 5¢ stamps, number 

318. 

J4 

5¢ Red Brown 
Wheel of Fortune 

 The 10¢ large numeral postage due was first issued in 

September 1879.  These stamps were mostly used on unpaid 

or overweight foreign mail. 

 In 1879, prepayment was not required in many      

countries, including England, Germany, Russia, and Japan.  
The United Postal Union set the price for foreign mail to UPU 

member countries at 5¢.  When letters were not prepaid, 
however, the postage rates were doubled, resulting in the 

10¢ postage due charge. 

 10¢ stamps were printed from plate number 331. 

J5 

10¢ Bright Claret 
Boston Circled Cross 

 Issued, along with the 10¢ large      

numeral postage due, in September 1879, 
the 30¢ and 50¢ were the largest postage 

due denominations.  Like the 10¢, these 

stamps were mostly used on foreign mail. 

 The primary uses for the 30¢ and 

50¢ stamps were to pay high charges on 
unpaid or underpaid foreign mail.  They 

were also used in the occasion that third-

class mail was uprated to first-class. 

 30¢ stamps were printed from plate 
number 332, and 50¢ stamps were  

printed from plate number 333. 

 

30¢ Bright Claret 
New York “UD” 

Double Oval 

 

50¢ Bright Claret 
New York “UD” 

Double Oval 

 The primary use of the 1¢ value was to pay the         

advertising fee for letters that could not be delivered. 

 Two plates were used to print the 1¢ stamps, numbers 

313 and 314. 

J1 

1¢ Brown 
3-Ring Target 

The 2¢ postage due stamp was rarely used alone before 

autumn of 1883.  The postage rate for a domestic letter      
before 1883 was 3¢, so there was little reason to need a 2¢ 

charge.  Possible uses include unpaid drop letters or          

incoming foreign mail, but these are scarcely found. 

After the domestic letter rate changed 

to 2¢ per half ounce in October 1883, the 
2¢ stamp was primarily used for over-

weight letters. 

The 2¢ stamps were originally printed 

from only one plate, number 315.  Due to 
the drastic increase in the demand for 2¢ 

postage due stamps after the rate change, 

a second plate, number 464, was created. 

J2 

2¢ Red Brown 
Westerly Triple Punch 

 

2¢ Red Brown - Plate No. 464 
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Issued Stamps Precancels - Bars and Lines Cancels 

 Since all postage due stamps were used upon payment 
at the post office, precancels were a convenient way to 

save time.  This process involved cancelling full sheets of 

stamps at once.  Individual cancelled stamps were then taken 

from the sheet at needed. 

 A simple and easy way to precancel stamps was to mark 

the stamps in bulk with one or multiple straight lines.  This 
could be done with a roller, stencil, or hand drawn with pen.  

Many post offices used this method for their postage due 

stamps. 

1¢ Red Brown 
One Bar - Vertical 

Green - 4mm wide 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Two Bars - Vertical 

13mm wide 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Three Bars - Vertical 

15mm wide 

10¢ Brown 
Four Bars - Vertical 

20mm wide 

2¢ Brown 
One Bar - Vertical 

3mm wide 

2¢ Brown 
Two Bars - Horizontal 

12mm wide 

2¢ Red Brown 
Four Bars - Horizontal 

13mm 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Two Bars - Horizontal 

17mm wide 

2¢ Red Brown, Precancelled with Three Bars - Horizontal, 18mm 

Paying unpaid postage on a Special Delivery letter 

The above cover was sent with a special delivery stamp, but not with 
the required regular postage.  This was a common mistake at the start of 

the special delivery program. 

 

The cover is addressed to “Katie L. Bauer” - this was the daughter of Catherine 
Bauer (dressmaker) and Paul Bauer (owner and manager of the famous West Brighton 

Hotel at Coney Island. 

The 1879 issue of the US Postal Laws and  
Regulations laid out the proper usage of the new    

postage due stamps for postmasters.  Regulations 
stated that the stamps should be affixed "and   

canceled, as ordinary stamps are canceled". 

The exact way that stamps were cancelled   

varied from post office to post office. The only    
government specification was that the stamps be 

thoroughly defaced in a way that they would not be 

reused, preferably with black ink. 

 
The remainder of this section will detail different  

methods of cancellation, with general markings displayed 

first, followed by markings attributed to specific cities. 

Selection from The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, 1879 
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Cancels Circles & Rings Cancels Letters & Numbers 

5¢ Red Brown 
Circle - Blue Violet 

18mm 

2¢ Brown 
Circle - Red Violet 

17mm 

5¢ Red Brown 
Circle - Violet 

17mm 

10¢ Brown 
Circle - Black 

24mm 

5¢ Brown 
Circle - Black 

22mm 

2¢ Brown 
Circle - Black 

19mm 

2¢ Brown 
Circle - Black 

14mm 

Simple circle or 

 ring cancels were used  

by several post offices to  

cancel postage due stamps.  

These circles came in many  
different sizes and colors,  

and can be difficult to  

tie to specific post  

offices. 

 Numbers were also used to cancel 

postage due stamps.  These number 
handstamps were not always intended 

for use as cancels.  They were often     
intended for rate information, but were 

used as cancels. 1¢ Bright Claret 
“5” in circle 

J26 

10¢ Bright Claret 
“21” 

Single letter postmarks were commonly used for cancellations.  The letter 

used could represent a variety of things, including the name of the post office, 
postmaster, clerk, city, or the direction the letter was heading (such as “W” for 

“west”).  “T” (taxe) handstamps were often used for foreign mail with postage 

due, as required by the Universal Postal Union. 

1¢ Brown 
“W” 

5¢ Red Brown 
“H” in circle 

1¢ Red Brown 
“T” 

5¢ Red Brown 
“T” in circle 

Multiple letter cancels were usual 

fancier cancels indicating state names, 
post office clerk initials, or short 

phrases.  Some of the most common 
multiple letter cancels were “PO”, “OK”, 

and “US” 

J3 

3¢ Brown 
“US” in circle 

10¢ Red Brown 
“L Clark” 
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The wide variety of different cancellations on postage due stamps is in part 

because many postmasters used whatever postmarking device was nearby.  It 
was not uncommon for the “due” handstamps, originally intended for marking 

that additional 
payment was 

needed, to be 
used as cancels 

since they were 

easily available. 

Cancels Due Marks Cancels Text 

2¢ Red Brown 
DUE 4 in Circle 

5¢ Brown 
DUE 5 in Circle 

2¢ Brown 
Small DUE 

2¢ Brown 
Large DUE  

1¢ Brown 2¢ Brown 
DUE 2 in Circle 

3¢ Brown 
DUE 3 in Circle 

2¢ Brown 
DUE in Circle 

 

1¢ Brown & 2¢ Brown, Cancelled with DUE 3 in Circle 

Paying unpaid postage on double weight First Class mail, 3¢ rate 
3¢ Brown 

DUE 3 Straight Line 

2¢ Red Brown 
“INSUFFICIENTLY PAID” 

1¢ Bright Claret 
“UNCLAIMED” 

2¢ Bright Claret 
“CANCELED” 

2¢ Bright Claret 
“REMOVED” 

3¢ Brown 
“HELD FOR POSTAGE” 

3¢ Brown 
“PAID” in Negative 

10¢ Brown 
“WAY” 

2¢ Bright Claret 
“STEAMBOAT” 

10¢ Bright Claret 
“UNCLAIMED” 

50¢ Brown 
“SPRINGFIELD, MASS.” 

Due markings were not the only auxiliary handstamps used for cancelling 

postage due stamps.  Other postmarks used as cancels included the 
“unclaimed” handstamps for postage sent to the dead letter office, city name 

stamps for identifying the post office, and other various informational markings. 

According to postal regulations, however, the use of these handstamps as 
cancelling devices was a violation of the rules.  The Post Office Department    

believed these postmarks would not sufficiently and visibly mark the stamps as 
used.  It wasn’t uncommon for this rule to be broken by clerks who were not 

aware of the regulation, or ignored it in favor of convenience. 
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Cancels Fancy Cancels 

The term “fancy cancel” refers to any artistic cancellation design.  However, 

“fancy cancel” is more commonly used to specifically refer to distinctive cancels 

used by post offices from the 1860s to the 1900s. 

Common designs for fancy cancels include stars, shields, crosses, and 

plants; but a wide variety of unique images exist, too. 

3¢ Brown 
Crescent Moon & Star 

2¢ Red Brown 
Tombstone 

2¢ Red Brown 
Clover 

3¢ Brown 
Cross with Diamond 

1¢ Brown 
Shaded Cross 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Small Maltese Cross 

1¢ Bright Claret 
6-Point Rosette 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Star in Circle 

1¢ Red Brown 
Shaded Star 

1¢ Brown 
Starburst over Eagle 

3¢ Brown, Cancelled with Edgar, Nebraska Wheel of Fortune 

Paying unpaid postage on double weight First Class mail, 3¢ rate 

Individual post offices were responsible for their own cancelling instruments - pens, 
handstamps or punches that could mark stamps as used.  For small town post offices, a 

cork, when dipped in ink and used as a handstamp, served as a cheap and easy device.  

Some postmasters and clerks carved the corks into creative designs. 

Aside from cork, which wore out quickly with use, cancelling instruments were also 
carved from wood or engraved in metal.  As the popularity of fancy cancels grew, fancy 

handstamps were made commercially and mass marketed to post offices.  These fancy  

cancels were used until the government standardized how stamps should be cancelled in 

the 1890s. 

Below: Advertising Poster for F.P. Hammond, Aurora, Illinois Post Office Supplies, circa 1890 

The cover at right features a 3¢ postage due stamp cancelled with a Wheel of Fortune duplex 
handstamp.  The Wheel of Fortune cancel was a popular handstamp manufactured by the F.P. 

Hammond Company.  This cancel is recorded used in over 300 US post offices.  Post offices could 

select from over 500 different styles of circular date stamps to include within the duplex hand-

stamp device.  This Edgar, Nebraska cancel is the style F.P. Hammond advertised as "No. 2". 

Enhanced photocopy of  

Wheel of Fortune postmark 
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Cancels New York: string of pearls 

One of the most common precancels was the New York City “string of pearls,” which 

features an “NY” surrounded by a dotted oval.  These precancels were first used in August 
of 1879, and continued until March of 1887.  They were applied in a strip of ten using a 

rubber roller across the sheet. 

The string of pearls is known with the “Y” facing left or right, and in rarer cases, up or 

down.  They are also known in several shades of ink, ranging from blue to black. 

5¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Right, Strip of Nine 

1¢ Brown, Precanceled with NY Pearls, Pointing Right 

Paying letter return fee on Third Class mail 

The cover above features a 1¢ postage due stamp precancelled 

with the New York string of pearls.  This 1¢ charge would cover the 

cost to return the letter, a piece of third-class mail, back to the sender. 

The cover features two “return” postal markings.  The first    

marking is an upside down text stamp reading “N.Y.P.O. Return    

Postage Due. ____ Cents” with an handwritten “1” in the blank.  The 

cover also features a stamped image of a pointing hand with “Return 

to Writer | Cannot be Found” and dated 1887 Mar 17.  March 1887 

was the last month in which the New York string of pearls        

precancel was used. 

To save time, some stamps would be cancelled in bulk before being affixed individually 

to mail matter.  These are known as precancelled stamps. 

1¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Left 

2¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Left 

3¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Left 

10¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Right 

30¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Right 

50¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Right 

5¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing down 

2¢ Brown 
NY Pearls, Pointing Right 

Four Imprints 

When the roller did not line up exactly with the 
stamps, multiple partial imprints appeared on 

stamps. The stamp at left features partial imprints 

of four stamps, as the roller was misaligned both      

horizontally and vertically. 
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Cancels New York: Double ovals 

After the “string of pearls” precancels were completely used in 1887, New York began marking     

postage due stamps with double oval cancels.  The first of these cancels were stamped in blue 

ink.  By the end of the year, the color was changed to black. 

The postage due stamp affixed to the cover below paid the 1¢ return fee for the third-class 

letter.  The stamp is cancelled with a blue New York “PO” double oval cancel.  According to the 
pointing hand “Returned to Writer” handstamp, the cover was returned on June 25, 1887.  It is 
earliest known use of the blue New York double oval cancel on a postage due stamp. 

While the original cancel features the letters “PO” at the center of its inner oval, New York 

City branch stations later developed their own double oval cancellations by placing their branch 

letter in the center. 

1¢ Red Brown, Canceled with NY Double Oval “PO” 

Paying letter return fee on Third Class mail 

1¢ Red Brown 
NY Double Oval 

“PO” Black 

2¢ Red Brown 
NY Double Oval 

“PO” Blue 

2¢ Bright Claret 
NY Double Oval 

“A” - Broadway Branch 

30¢ Bright Claret 
NY Double Oval 

“C” - Hudson Branch 

1¢ Red Brown 
NY Double Oval 

“F” - Third Ave. Branch 

Postmarks New York: Brooklyn Donut 

From 1879 until 1884, a common cancel used on postage 

due stamps in Brooklyn was a large ring (roughly 26mm) - 
sometimes called the “Brooklyn Donut” cancel.  The donut was 

handstamped with colored ink that ranged from bright        
magenta to darker reddish purple, despite postal regulations           

requesting that only black ink be used for cancellations. 

5¢ Brown 
Brooklyn Donut 

Magenta 

1¢ Brown 
Brooklyn Donut 

Violet 

3¢ Brown, Canceled with Magenta Brooklyn Donut 

Paying insufficient postage, Double Weight 3¢ First Class 

The cover above is addressed to Mr. Grove D. Curtis, a clerk.  A    
receiving stamp on the reverse dates the cover June 7, 1881.  In 1881, 

the postage rate was 3¢ per half ounce.  This letter was likely charged for 

being overweight.   
1¢ Red Brown 
NY Double Oval 

“R” - Morrisania Branch 

3¢ Red Brown 
NY Double Oval 

“UD” - Unknown 
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Cancels Chicago: string of pearls & “C” 

 In 1880, Chicago adopted a pearl oval precancel similar to the New York 

design.  The design was a dotted oval surrounding a “C” with the letters “PO”  
inside its center.  It was printed in a purple ink that is sometimes hard to see 

clearly against the stamp design.  This precancel was used for less than a year 

before being replaced by the more common Chicago “C” precancel. 

3¢ Brown 
Chicago “C” 

Black 

3¢ Brown 
Chicago Pearls 

Purple 

Digitally Edited Photocopy 

of 3¢ Stamp to Show 

Chicago Pearl Precancel 

 The Chicago “C” precancel was used from 1881 to 1884.  This precancel 

kept the oval shape of its predecessor, but replaced the dotted outline with two 

thin outlines.  In the center of the oval was a simple, straight-edged “C” shape.   

Printed in purple ink for the first few months, it was then changed to black 

to meet postal requirements.  The cover below was mailed on March 15, 1881 

and represents an early use of the Chicago “C” precancel. 

2¢ Brown, Precanceled with Chicago “C” in Purple 

Paying 2¢ deficiency on First Class postage rate 

Cancels Baltimore: Twin Heart Punch 

Baltimore was known to use a heart-shaped punch from 1879 to 1880. 

 This cover features a twin heart precancelled postage due stamp.  The three cents 
charge is likely a result of an overweight letter.  It was mailed to the home of Henry D.    

Reynolds, a machinist, on December 2, 1879. 

3¢ Brown, Precanceled with Baltimore Twin Heart Punch (Hearts 7½ mm apart) 

Paying 3¢ deficiency on double weight First Class postage rate 

Some post offices precancelled their postage due 

stamps individually using a hole punch.  While most 
precancelled stamps were marked in bulk to save 

time, the positions and distances of the holes on these 
punch-precancel stamps often vary, indicating that 

each stamp was individually punched by hand. 

J2 

2¢ Brown - Horizontal Pair 
Double Hole Punch 

Holes 6mm & 4mm apart 

J5 

10¢ Brown 
Baltimore Heart Punch 

Hearts 10½mm apart 

Illustration of 

Heart Punch 
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Cancels Boston: Negative “A” Cancels Boston: Crosses 

3¢ Brown 
Boston Large Maltese Cross 

Red - Circa 1880 

2¢ Brown 
Boston Propeller 

Red - Circa 1881 

3¢ Brown 
Boston Large X 

Red - Circa 1882 

5¢ Brown 
Boston Small Maltese Cross 

Red - Circa 1882 

2¢ Red Brown 
Boston Large Boxed X 

Black - Circa 1883-1886 

2¢ Bright Claret 
Boston Large Circled Cross 

Black - Circa 1893-94 

10¢ Red Brown 
Boston Small Boxed X 

Black - Circa 1887-1889 

A popular theme of Boston cancels were propeller and cross shapes.  These were sometimes 

precancelled, but most were applied after use.  The first examples of these cross cancels were 
large and printed in red.  These were gradually replaced by simpler black cross designs, some-

times enclosed in circles or boxes. 

2¢ Brown 
Boston Double Crosses 

Red Manuscript 

1¢ Brown 
Boston Large X 

Black - Circa 1882 

2¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with Boston Encircled Cross 

Paying 1¢ deficiency + doubling penalty on underpaid 5¢ UPU rate from England ( 2p ≈ 4¢ ) 

The cover at left was mailed from 
Derby, England, to the Publishing     

Department of the United Society of 

Christian Endeavor in Boston.  It was 
sent with two 1p lavender Queen      

Victoria stamps.  In 1893, when the  

letter was mailed, this was roughly 4¢ 

in US currency. 

The UPU rate for foreign mail     
between member countries was 5¢.  

This letter was 1¢ short of the rate. 

The 1¢ deficiency on this letter 

was subject to the doubling penalty,  
resulting in a 2¢ due.  The postage 

due stamp applied in Boston was  

cancelled with the encircled cross 

handstamp. 

The post offices in Boston used a variety of cancels on 

postage due stamps. 

The negative “A” in a leaf design was used around late 
1879 into 1880.  It is similar to some of the negative stamps 

popular in Boston around this time. 

Boston used colored ink on their cancels from 1879 to 

1883.  A purplish color was used in 1879, followed by         

vermillion red, and later, dark red. 

3¢ Brown 
Boston Negative A 

Purple 

30¢ Brown 
Boston Negative A 

Red 

In 1879, the first year that the postage due stamps were issued, the 
US Postal Laws and Regulations specified that cancellations “must be  

effected by the use of black printing-ink, wherever that material can be 

obtained”. 

The tendency of post offices to ignore this rule did not go unnoticed 
by the Post Office Department.  The 1882 PL&R read that cancels "must 

be effected by the use of black printing ink whenever that material can be 

obtained.  The Postmaster General insists that this rule must be strictly 

complied with". 

Selection from The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, 1882 
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Cancels Lawrence, Ma: “Lewis” 

The postmaster of Lawrence, Massachusetts in the 1890s was Lewis G. 

Holt.  Holt was known to cancel postage due stamps with his name handstamp.  

It is likely Mr. Holt had multiple name stamps in different styles. 

Aside from acting as postmaster, Holt was also treasurer of the Lawrence Ice Company, a 

school committeeman, and director of a local bank. 

3¢ Brown 
“LEWIS” 

Lawrence 

Photo of Lewis G. Holt 

Postmaster of Lawrence, MA 

Cancels Mystic Bridge, CT: “MB” 

A series of unique fancy cancels featuring the conjoined letters “M” and “B” 

were used in the community of Mystic Bridge, Connecticut during the 1880s. 

 Mystic Bridge was the name given to an   

area in the town of Stonington, located on the 

eastern side of the Mystic River.   

The Mystic Bridge post office operated from 

1828 to 1890.  It was discontinued when the 
US Post Office chose to 

combine Mystic Bridge 
with the community of 

nearby Mystic River.   
 Today, the areas of 
Mystic Bridge and Mystic 

River are known together 

as Mystic, Connecticut. 

Mystic 

J3 

1¢ Brown - Horizontal Strip of Three 
Mystic Bridge “MB” 

Cancels St. Louis: “Short Paid” & Bars 

 The large “Short Paid” handstamp on the cover above was used in 1880.  

Around 1882, St. Louis began precancelling their postage due stamps with three 
3mm bars, roughly 15mm wide.  In 1895, a single line precancel was used.  This 

single line cancel is around 4mm wide and somewhat wobbly. 

3¢ Brown, Cancelled with Purple “Short Paid” Handstamp 

Paying 3¢ deficiency on double weight First Class postage rate 

An early cancel used on postage due stamps in St. Louis was the purple 

“Short Paid” handstamp.  This handstamp was probably used as an auxiliary 
marking on underpaid letters before the postage due stamps were issued.  Eight 

covers are recorded with this handstamp used as a cancel. 

1¢ Red Brown 
St. Louis 3 Bars 

15mm wide 

2¢ Bright Claret 
St. Louis 1 Bar 

4mm wide 
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Cancels Westerly, RI: Hole Punches 

Westerly, Rhode Island, 

used two types of hole punch 
precancels on postage due 

stamps.  These were used brief-

ly in 1879. 

The triple hole punch type 

was made up of three conjoined 
circles, with a slightly larger 

center circle. 

The second, more distinct, 

Westerly punch precancel has 
the appearance of two small 

derby hats. 

Illustration of 

Derby Hat Punch 

Illustration of 

Triple Hole Punch 

 

3¢ Brown, Precancelled with Westerly Triple Hole Punch 

Paying 3¢ deficiency on double weight First Class postage rate 

 Both covers featured here 
are addressed to addressed to John 
Barclay Foster in Westerly, RI.  The 

cover above was sent by his brother. 

 Foster was the treasurer of 
the Lake Weir Company Orange 
Grove in Florida, which was      
chartered under Rhode Island law.  
His brother, E.B. Foster, was the 

manager of the grove. 

 

3¢ Brown, Precancelled with Westerly Derby Hat Punch 

Paying 3¢ deficiency on triple weight First Class postage rate 

Westerly 

Cancels Shanghai, China: Date stamp 

Yokohama 

Shanghai US Consulate General, Shanghai, 1880   

This distinctive cancel is a circular date stamp from the 

US Postal Agency in Shanghai, China.  The United States was 
first authorized to provide mail service in Asia in 1865.  This 

mail service was operated by the Pacific Mail Steamship Co.  It 
ran from San Francisco to the agency in Yokohama, Japan, 

and continued from there to the agency in Shanghai. 

During its operation from 1867 to 1922, the Shanghai 
agency used a variety of date stamps and cancels.  The cancel 

on the postage due stamp above was used between 1892 and 

1893. 

5¢ Red Brown 
Shanghai CDS 

September -4, 1893 

Illustration of 

Complete CDS 
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Domestic Mail Advertising Fee 

It was common practice for letters to be advertised,  

either by a list posted in a public area, or a notice in a    
local newspaper.  Smaller post offices that did not offer 

carrier services advertised to announce letters for pick up; 
larger post offices that offered carrier service advertised 

when their carriers were unable to deliver the letters       

directly. 

Postage due regulations allowed post offices to charge 

a 1¢ fee to compensate for advertising in newspapers.  If 
letters were still unclaimed after advertising, postmasters 

were required to fill extra paperwork to receive credit for 

the used postage due stamp. 

News Clipping from the Evening Star 

Washington, D.C.  March 10, 1883 
Advertising List of Letters at Post Office 

Advertisement for Cover Above is Circled 

1¢ Brown, Cancelled with “UNCLAIMED” 

Paying 1¢ Advertising fee 
Washington, D.C.  March 10, 1883 

At first, regulations for the 

postage due stamps authorized 
only six specific post offices to 

charge a 1¢ fee to compensate 
for advertising in newspapers: 

Baltimore; Boston; Chicago; 
New Orleans; New York; and 

Washington, D.C. 

In 1886, this list of six     
offices was dropped from the 

Postal Guide, allowing all post 
offices to charge the 1¢         

advertising fee. 
1¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with Negative Star fancy cancel 

Paying 1¢ Advertising fee - Nashua, NH  June 2, 1888 

Some post offices affixed labels 
on letters to explain delays.  Several 
varieties of these labels are known; 
two different examples are shown on 

covers here. 1¢ Brown, Cancelled with Three-Ring Target 

Paying 1¢ Advertising fee - Boston, October 18, 1884 

The cover above was mailed from Waltham, Massachusetts to Nashua, New Hampshire in 1888.  Not 
one of the six cities originally authorized, Nashua was only able to start charging the one cent advertising 
fee after 1886, two years before this letter was mailed. 

Notice for the cover above 
was posted in the Evening Star.  
It was never claimed - a hand-

stamp on the reverse indicates 

it was sent to the DLO. 
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3¢ Brown, horizontal pair 

Cancelled with 3-Ring Target 
Paying doubling penalty  
for unpaid 3¢ First Class rate 

2¢ Brown, horizontal pair 

Cancelled with Red Cross 
Paying doubling penalty  

for unpaid 2¢ First Class rate 

On the upper 
right corner of the 

cover at right, there 

is evidence that 
stamps may have 

fallen off. 

Domestic Mail First Class: Unpaid 

Prepayment was required for all US mail matter starting in 1855, but some unpaid letters were still mailed; these letters were issued a penalty of a higher rate when      

collected.   

When the postage due stamps were first issued in 1879, the regulations changed.  The new regulations specified that all unpaid letters were to be sent to the 

Dead Letter Office.  If an unpaid letter did arrive at its destination address (rather than the DLO), it would be subject to a doubling penalty at pick up. 

10¢ Brown & 2¢ Brown, Cancelled with Quartered Cork handstamps 

Paying doubling penalty for unpaid 2¢ First Class rate (1½ oz - 6¢) 

The cover above is a triple weight, unpaid letter to The Courant 

newspaper in Hartford, Connecticut.  The printed envelope reads 
“News: Deliver Immediately”.  It is possible that this letter was  
purposely not sent to the DLO because it contained news    

correspondence. 

Taking into account the doubling penalty for unpaid letters, 

the rate for this letter before penalty would have been 6¢, the cost 

of a letter an ounce and a half in weight. 
The Courant is the oldest newspaper in continuous publication in the US.  It 

was started in 1764, before the US was an independent nation. 
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Domestic Mail Drop Letters: Unpaid and Short Paid 

 A drop letter is a letter that is mailed at the same post office it is delivered by.  At a post office without carrier service, this would mean that the letter would either 

be delivered to a PO box within the office, or held until the recipient called for it. 

 Regulations published in 1880 made unpaid drop letters different from regular unpaid letters.  First, unpaid drop letters were no longer sent to the Dead Letter    
Office; instead, they were to be held until the receiver paid the amount due.  Second, unpaid drop letters were only charged simple deficiency,  rather than the doubling 

penalty charged to unpaid letters for mail. 

 The charge for an drop letter at an office without carrier service was 1¢ per half ounce.  When a post office had a carrier service to  provide front door delivery, the 

charge was 2¢ per half ounce. 

1¢ Brown,  

Cancelled with Wheel of Fortune 
Paying 1¢ unpaid Drop Letter rate 

No Carrier charge 

Dublin, OH 
February 1883 

 In some occasions, a drop letter posted at an office with carrier service 

would be prepaid 1¢ - the rate for offices without carrier service.  These       
letters would be held until the deficiency was paid either by the writer or        

addressee. 

1¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with “DUE 1” straight line handstamp 

Paying 1¢ deficiency on Drop Letter rate including Carrier charge 
Philadelphia, PA  -  March 1890 

 The cover above was due 1¢ at a post office with carrier delivery.  It is addressed to 
The Times publishing company in Philadelphia.  Although this cover is presented here as 

an example of drop letter deficiency, it is possible this cover was, instead, an inadvertently 

sealed circular. 

2¢ Red Brown,  

Cancelled with Boxed Cross 
Paying 2¢ unpaid Drop Letter rate 
With Carrier charge 

Boston, MA 
March 1888 
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Domestic Mail First Class: Short Paid 3¢ rate - 1879 to 1883 

3¢ Brown, Cancelled with St. Louis “Short Paid” handstamp 

Paying deficiency on overweight 3¢ First Class rate (1 oz total weight) 

The most common use for postage due stamps was to pay the deficiency on over-

weight letters.  Postal regulations allowed any letter with at least one full rate of postage to 

pass through the mails, with postage due to be paid upon delivery. 

When the postage due stamps were issued in 1879, the first class postage rate was 3¢ 

per half ounce (the same rate that had been in effect since 1863). 

2¢ Brown & 1¢ regular postage, Cancelled with Quartered Cork handstamp 

Paying deficiency on overweight 3¢ First Class rate (1 oz total weight) 

5¢ Brown (x5) & 1¢ Brown Cancelled with Cork 

Paying deficiency on overweight 3¢ First Class rate (4 oz total weight) 
One 5¢ stamp applied in error 

The cover at right was charged 3¢ due for weight.  This charge is 
paid with one 2¢ postage due stamp and one 1¢ regular issue postage 

stamp - used incorrectly as a postage due. 

Writing on the front of the cover below reads “Due 21¢”, enough to 
pay for an additional three and a half ounces of weight.  Although only 

21¢ is requested, an extra 5¢ stamp was applied in error. 
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Domestic Mail First Class: Short Paid 2¢ rate - 1883 to 1917 

2¢ Red Brown 

Cancelled with “Due 2” handstamp 
Paying deficiency on  
overweight 2¢ First Class rate  

(2 oz total weight) 

2¢ Bright Claret 

Cancelled by three line datestamp 
“General Delivery  / 

MAR 31 / Springfield, Mass.” 

Paying deficiency on  
overweight 2¢ First Class rate  

(2 oz total weight) 

3¢ Bright Claret with Bisected 2¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with Cork 

Paying deficiency on overweight 2¢ First Class rate (2-3 oz total weight) 

The postage due on the cover at right is 

partially paid with a bisected 2¢ stamp.  It is 
the only certified non-philatelic use of a 
bisected postage due stamp. 

While postal regulations prohibited     
using bisected stamps for prepayment, the 

use of bisected postage due stamps is       
unclear.  Bisects were never specifically   

prohibited for postage due use. 

Reduced Photocopy  
of Cover Reverse 

In October 1883, the rate for first class 

postage changed from 3¢ per half ounce to 
2¢.  In 1885, the rate changed again - 2¢ 

paid for a full ounce.  This rate was in     
effect for the next 32 years, spanning the 

remainder of the large numeral postage due 

use period. 
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Domestic Mail Short Paid & Forwarded 

Starting in 1866, forwarding a letter to a new address was 

free of charge, so long as the addressee had filed a written    

request with the post office. 

When a short paid letter arrived at a post office, it would 

be marked with postage due stamps.  This was complicated 
when that post office was then required to forward the mail.  

How would the forwarding office collect for the stamp used? 

The regulations for usage of the postage due stamps       

accounted for this.  The receiving post office was required to 
collect for the deficiency as normal, and then to send the     

correct amount in uncancelled stamps to the forwarding office. 

2¢ Brown, Cancelled with Boxed Cross 

Paying deficiency on overweight 2¢ First Class rate (2 oz total weight) 

The cover above was mailed from Wilmington, Delaware, to 

Boston.  It was marked short paid in Boston, where the postage 

due stamp was applied.  The letter was then forwarded to the 

town of South Scituate, Massachusetts. 

After receiving the 2¢ due from the addressee, the post office 

at South Scituate would need to send 2¢ worth in stamps back to 

the Boston office to credit them for the postage due stamp used. 

 

In 1888, the town of South Scituate changed its name to Norwell. 

Domestic Mail Special Delivery 

The US Post Office began its special delivery service in 1885.  10¢ special delivery stamps 

were issued to pay for this service.  Postal regulations required that this stamp be used in         

addition to the regular postage rate.  Letters with only a special delivery stamp were to be held for 

postage – but by holding the letters, the special delivery service was essentially voided.   

Forgetting regular postage was such a common occurrence, by 1889 the regulations were 
changed to allow delivery of the letters without sufficient postage.  These letters would be charged 

their amount due at destination with no doubling penalty. 

2¢ Red Brown 

Cancelled with Crosshatch pen strokes 
Paying unpaid 2¢ First Class rate 
No doubling penalty for Special Delivery 

The cover at left is an example 

of a special delivery letter mailed 

without regular postage.  The 2¢ 

first class rate was collected upon 

delivery. 

2¢ Red Brown 

Cancelled with Manuscript (light) 
Paying overweight 2¢ First Class rate 

(2 oz total weight) 

The cover at right was mailed 
with a stamp to pay the 2¢ first 
class postage rate along with the 
10¢ special delivery stamp.  The 

letter was overweight, however, 
and was charged an additional 2¢ 
upon delivery for the deficiency. 
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1¢ Brown (x3) & 5¢ Brown, Cancelled with Manuscript “X” 

Paying doubling penalty for 3¢ First Class rate AND Steamboat fee 

 As domestic mail, steamboat letters were subject to the 

same general regulations as posted mail matter.  In         
addition to the 2¢ captain’s fee, short paid letters sent by 

steamboat would be charged their deficiency in postage due.  
Completely unpaid steamboat mail would be charged unpaid 

doubling penalty in addition to the captain’s fee. 
The above cover, posted on a steamboat in Baltimore, was mailed 

completely unpaid.  When it arrived at its destination in Muscatine, Iowa, 

it was marked “Due 8”. 

This 8¢ rate covered the doubling penalty on the 3¢ rate (6¢) plus 

the captain’s fee (2¢). 

Domestic Mail Steamboat  

 Steamboat captains traveling within the US could make extra money by carrying letters to the post office.  For each letter a steamboat captain or agent           

delivered to the post office, they received 2¢.  This 2¢ payment was, ideally, to be prepaid by stamps attached to the letters. 

 It was not uncommon for senders to prepay their letters the proper postage rate, but to neglect this 2¢ addition.  The post office would mark these covers as due, 

and postage due stamps were used to make up the deficiency. 

2¢ Brown, Cancelled with Purple Barred Oval 

Paying 2¢ Steamboat fee 

 The above below was posted on a steamboat in Baltimore.  The 
stamped envelope paid the 3¢ first class postage rate.  It did not, however, 

include additional postage to cover captain’s payment for delivery. 

 After delivering the letter in Washington D.C., the captain would 

have received the 2¢ payment from the post office.  The 2¢ postage due 

stamp was affixed and cancelled by the Washington office. 

Listings for Steamboat Lines 

The Sun, Baltimore, MA  -  June 21, 
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Domestic Mail Post Cards: Uprated to First Class 

1¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with  

Philadelphia Double Oval handstamp 
Paying deficiency on 2¢ First Class rate 

Uprated from 1¢ Postal Card rate 

1¢ Bright Claret, Precancelled with St. Louis Single Bar 

Paying deficiency on 2¢ First Class rate - Uprated from 1¢ Postal Card rate 

1¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with  

New York “A” (Broadway) Double Oval Cancel 
Paying deficiency on 2¢ First Class rate 
Uprated from 1¢ Postal Card rate 

The US issued their first post cards in 1873.  Intended for short, 

quick messages, these cards could be purchased and mailed for a 

discounted 1¢ rate. 

The government postal cards were prepaid at the 1¢ rate, but     

violations could cause the cards to be reclassified as first class mail 
matter and uprated to the 2¢ letter rate.   Postal regulations stated 
that nothing could be attached to postal cards, and that nothing 

other than an address or delivery note could be written on the 

front.  When post cards were uprated, they were to be sent through 
the mail. The addressee was responsible for paying the additional 

postage. 

The cover at left was mailed 
with a return address pasted on the 
back.  Although pasted address   
labels were considered acceptable 
when affixed to the address side, 
this label was pasted on the back 
rather than the front.  The card was 

uprated to the 2¢ first class rate. 

 The cover above was penalized due to the embossed 
seal in the bottom left corner of the address side.  The 1882 
PL&R specifically states that impressions are not allowed, and 

following guides continued to note that seals are a violation. 

Pencil rubbing of embossed seal 

“Endowment Rank / Section No. 598/ Knights of Pythais” 

Reduced Photocopy of Reverse 
Showing personal handwriting over Printed Matter 

Resulting in Reclassification to First Class 

At first, the Post Office claimed exclusive rights to issuing postal cards.  All private post 

cards were to be mailed at first class letter rate, rather than the discounted post card rate.   

However, an exception was made for private post cards containing only printed matter – 

these were classified as a circulars and could be mailed at the 1¢ rate.  To keep this            

classification, absolutely no written communication could be included. 
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Domestic Mail Second Class: Forwarded / Returned 

The classification and rate for second class mail was debated and changed several times throughout the late 1800 and early 1900s.  Publishers of newspapers and 

periodicals needed to apply for the subsidized rate and were required to meet several qualifications.  The publications must be informative or educational in nature, and 

not contain excessive advertisements; have a list of subscribers; and be distributed at regular intervals.  Second class mail was required to be unsealed for inspection. 

1¢ Bright Claret (pair), Precancelled with Blue Penstroke 

Paying Return postage at 2¢ Second Class (Periodical >2 oz) Rate 

1¢ Red Brown, Precancelled with blue New York String of Pearls 

Paying Return postage at 1¢ Second Class (Periodical <2 oz) Rate 

Prior to 1883, second class mail could be forwarded free of 

charge.  After 1883 it had to be treated as though being        

remailed. 

1¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with New York “PO” Double Oval handstamp 

Paying Forwarding postage at 1¢ Second Class (Newspaper) Rate 1¢ per lb 

The cover below is a newspaper wrapper forwarded 

around 1892.  Forwarded from Yonkers, New York, to a 
new address in New York City, the wrapper was mailed 

with the note “1ct due for forwarding” in script.  The post 
office of final delivery collected the 1¢ mail rate and affixed 

the postage due stamp. 

Newspaper wrappers were not often kept or preserved.  Fewer 
than six examples are reported. 

While first class mail was    

eligible for free return mail, all 
other classes required one full 

rate of postage as payment for   

return delivery. 

Publications distributed by    
educational institutions, published 

at least four times a year, qualified 

for the second-class periodical rate. 

The wrapper at left was mailed 
by and returned to the Pittsburgh 

College of Pharmacy at the 2¢ rate 

for periodicals. 

Club publications were 
permitted to use the second 

class rate.  By 1902, PL&R 

specified that publications of 
fraternal societies and trade 

groups organized under the 

lodge system were qualified for 

the second class rate. 

The cover at right is an 
unsealed envelope that carried 

mail for a Masonic lodge. 

Miles W. Goodyear, the    
recorder for the lodge, was an 
electrical engineer and inventor 
who developed telegraph keys and 

parts. 
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Domestic Mail Third Class: Forwarded / Returned 

1¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with Rutland, VT. receiving datestamp 

Paying Forwarding postage at 1¢ Third Class (Circular) Rate 

Third class mail covered all printed matter that did not fall under second class.  

Common examples of third class mail were advertising circulars, price lists or         
catalogs, photographs, and bound books.  Third class mail was required to be         

unsealed so that post office clerks could inspect the contents. 

 Third class mail did not qualify 
for free returns.  It was charged     

another full third class rate to pay for 
this services, essentially requiring the 

receiver or company to pay for the 

item to be remailed. 

 After 1883, only first class mail 
was allowed free forwarding.  All other 

classes, including third class mail, 
were required to pay another postage 

rate for each time the mail was       

forwarded. 

Selection from The Postal Laws and Regulations of the  
United States of America, 1887 

The cover below is an unsealed envelope that held a third class circular,          
forwarded from South Woodstock to Rutland, Vermont.  As instructed by regulations, 

"1ct Due for forwarding" is written in manuscript on the cover. 

The wrapper below was returned to the office of W.T. Hansen in  

Chicago with after the addressee in Otter Creek could not be found.   

Hansen's "Western Lands" office sold farmland in Kansas and Minnesota. 
His business offered to send descriptions of the lands or tickets to tour the 

lands; this wrapper probably held a printed price list, picture or description. 

1¢ Red Brown 

Precancelled with Segmented Cork 
Paying Return postage at 1¢ Third Class 

(Circular) Rate 

The cover at right is an 
unsealed envelope sent by 

third class mail from Maine 

to Ohio.  The addressee was 
not found, and the cover 

was marked with "no such 

person here" in blue pencil. 

Forest City Nurseries 
published a twelve page price 
catalogue of its trees, grapes, 
and flowering bushes for sale.  
It is possible that this envelope 
was used to deliver one of the 

catalogues. 

1¢ Red Brown, Precancelled with Two Bar 

Paying Return postage at 1¢ Third Class (Circular) Rate 
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Domestic Mail Bulk Accounting 

10¢ Red Brown (strip of three) & 2¢ Red Brown 
Cancelled with Quartered Cork 

Paying 32¢ Bulk Accounting on Registry Receipt 

30¢ & 50¢ Brown, Cancelled with Ithaca, New York CDS 

Paying 80¢ Bulk Accounting 

When multiple letters or circulars from the same mailer were passed 

through the post office with postage due, it was inefficient to apply postage due 
to each individual item.  To speed up the collection process, some postmasters 

used bulk accounting.  Groups of items were tied together and the total 
amount due would be paid in stamps applied to either the top cover in the 

group or a separate receipt for accounting. 

30¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with Boston Encircled Cross 

Paying 30¢ Bulk Accounting for 30 1¢ Third Class postage 

The cover above is from a group of third class circulars returned to 

the United Society of Christian Endeavor in 1895.  Thirty circulars were 
returned, paid with a single 30¢ stamp affixed to this single cover.  This 
is the only reported use of the 30¢ bright claret large numeral   

postage due. 
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Domestic Mail Third Class: Uprated to First Class 

BOTH: 

30¢ Brown (pair and single), 
1¢, 2¢, & 5¢ Red Brown, 

Cancelled with San Francisco CDS 
Paying 98¢ deficiency 

on 2¢ First Class rate 
- Uprated from Third Class rate 

Third class mail included larger printed items and bound books.  The weight limit for 

what could be sent as third class mail was four pounds, although postage for a single book 

had no weight limit.  All third class postage was mailed at a rate of 1¢ per two ounces. 

Absolutely no personal correspondence was allowed in third class mail matter, 

and the post office was strict about this regulation.  Third class mail was required to be  
unsealed so that clerks could inspect the items.  Some exceptions, such as signed book            

dedications or corrections to printed documents were allowed; but if unapproved writing 

was found in any third class mail it would be reclassified and uprated to the first class. 

 
The two wrappers featured here were used to send issues of The Publishers' Weekly from New York 

City to a bookseller in San Francisco.  When these packages were inspected, writing was found inside.  
Marked with a "Writing U.D." handstamp, the packages were charged to the first class rate before being 

forwarded to their destination. 

These wrappers were prepaid with 32¢ in postage stamps, enough to cover the maximum four pounds 

at the third class rate.  At the first class rate, a four pound package would cost $1.20.  Each wrapper is 
charged 98¢ due - an additional ten cent charge, indicating that in addition to having written matter      

inside, the packages were five ounces overweight. 

These wrappers 
represent some of 

the few uses of the 

30¢ brown stamps. 
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Domestic Mail Fourth Class: Forwarded Merchandise 

3¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with New York “UD” Double Oval 

Paying Forwarding postage at Fourth Class (6 oz) Rate 

Fourth class mail was primarily used for mailing merchandise or  

merchandise samples.  Packages containing artworks, minerals, seeds, and 
patterns were considered fourth class mail. This service charged a rate of 1¢ 

per ounce.  Packages mailed as fourth class were subject to a four pound 
weight limit and, like third-class mail, could not contain any personal         

correspondence. 

 

Starting in February 1883, fourth class mail could no longer be forwarded 

free of charge.  Instead, it was treated as if being remailed and charged        

another full rate of postage. 

The cover below is a clasp merchandise envelope mailed from New York to Kentucky.  It 

was then forwarded back to New York where it was received at 3¢ due. 

1¢ Bright Claret (pair), Cancelled with black Ring-Shaped handstamp 

Paying Forwarding postage at Fourth Class (4 oz) Rate 

The cover above was mailed from the Third Avenue post office in New York City to New     

Jersey.  From there, it was remailed to Pennsylvania at the fourth class rate of 2¢ due. 

 

This clasp envelope features a printed corner card for The Pach Brothers photographic firm.  The 
Pach brothers photographed portraits of every American president from Ulysses S. Grant to Franklin D. 

Roosevelt. 
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Domestic Mail Parcel Post Uprated to First Class 

Parcel Post was established by the US Post Office 

on January 1, 1913.  This service encompassed all 
fourth class mail, as well as several types of mail  

matter previously classified as second and third class.  
The rate for parcel post varied by weight and distance   

delivered (classified by zones). 

Many of the same regulations for third and fourth 
class mail also applied to parcel post, including the 

strict ban on any written communication within the 
packages.  The partial wrapper featured here is 

marked with “Contains Writing” - indicating why the 

packaged was uprated to first class. 

50¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with blue New York “UD” Double Oval 

Paying deficiency on 2¢ First Class rate - Uprated from Parcel Post rate 
Paid 32¢ Parcel Post rate for 5-6 lb. to Zone 3  -  Increased to $1.68 First Class rate for 5 lb. 4 oz. 

This piece represents the only reported example of large numeral postage due stamps on a 

parcel post wrapping.  It also represents a late usage of the 50¢ stamps.  The large numeral stamps are 

used here in conjunction with the small numeral due stamps issued in 1894. 

The wrapper was mailed in January 1913, during the period in which parcel post stamps were      

required on parcel post mail.  In July, regulations allowed parcel post and regular postage stamps to be 

used interchangeably. 

Set of Parcel Post Postage Due Stamps: 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢ 

Along with the issued parcel post stamps, a set of postage due stamps 
was produced specifically for due payments on parcel post mail.  Because   
parcel post packages had to be entered and weighed at the post office before 

mailing, underpayment was rare and the stamps saw little use. 

The wrapper shown here was due payment because it was uprated to first 

class, it would not have qualified for parcel post postage due. 
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Domestic Mail Illegal Use As postage 

Postage due stamps were never intended to be used to prepay for postage, nor 

were they ever to be sold to the public.  Multiple notices published in postal guides 
repeated this statement in some form.  In one of the first circulars, published in 

May of 1879, the text reads “[Postage due stamps] are never to be sold or       

received by postmasters for prepayment of postage.” (See page 17) 

1¢ Red Brown (x2), Cancelled with 4-Ring Target Cancel 

Illegal use as postage, paying 2¢ First Class rate 
March, 1894 

 The cover above is addressed to Ferdinand Trifet, a famous early stamp dealer and     
publisher.  As a publisher, Trifet produced sheet music journals and The American Stamp     
Mercury.  As a stamp dealer, he first specialized in obtaining foreign stamps for collectors, but 

also dealt with US stamps, trials, and proofs.   

Due to the nature of Trifet’s work, it is likely that this cover is an example of an illegal  

philatelic favor. 

2¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with 6-Ring Target Cancel 

Illegal use as postage, paying 2¢ First Class rate 
December 1891 

APE Cert - 123866 

Portrait of F. Trifet 

& copy of printed advertisement 

Nevertheless, some postmasters sold and accepted the stamps as postage 

against regulation.  Possible reasons for using the stamps as postage included:   
being unfamiliar with the postage dues and their regulations; running out of      

legitimate postage stamps to sell; selling stamps as favors to friends or stamp   
collectors; or simply not caring.  Regardless of the reason, the use of these stamps 

as postage was technically illegal. 

Selection from The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, 1882 
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Domestic Mail Illegal use: Registered Mail 

1¢ Brown (x2) & 3¢ Brown (pair), Cancelled with blue Quartered Cork 

Illegal use to pay deficiency on Registration - 8¢ due on 10¢ Registration rate 

The US Post Office started the registered mail system in 1855.  Since      

registered letters had to be mailed in person and registered by a postal clerk, it 
was expected that the clerk would check that the proper amount for both    

postage and registration was prepaid.  Despite this, some letters slipped by    

under paid.   

Postal regulations required that these letters be delivered but reported to 

the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, who could collect the deficit from the 
mailing postmaster who registered it in error.  Postage due stamps were not 

supposed to pay for registration fees.  The deficit was to be paid by the    

mailing postmaster, not the addressee.   

Nonetheless, postage due stamps are sometimes seen on register mail      
covers.  In these cases, the stamps were used illegally: either by the sender to 

prepay the registry fee; or by the destination post office to collect from the      

addressee. 

This cover was 
prepaid with the 3¢ 

first class rate.  An 

additional 2¢ stamp 
paid toward the 10¢ 

registration fee. 

When the letter  

arrived at the       

receiving post office, 
postmaster illegally 

applied postage due 

stamps to collect 
the 8¢ still owed for 

the registration fee. 

When the large numeral postage due stamps were issued in 1879, the     

registered mail rate was 10¢. 

3¢ Brown (strip of three), Cancelled with Paw Paw, KY  1897 CDS 

Illegal use to pay unpaid Registration - 9¢ paid on 8¢ Registration rate 

In 1893, the registration fee for letters was reduced to 8¢.  On the cover 

above, the 2¢ first class mail rate is prepaid with regular postage, while the   

registration fee is overpaid with three 3¢ postage due stamps. 

 
All stamps on this cover are cancelled with Paw Paw, Kentucky datestamps.  It is       

possible that the sender of this letter paid the registration fee with the postmaster who, for 

lack of proper postage, used leftover postage due stamps to account for the payment.         
Although the use of postage due stamps to prepay registration was a violation of regulations, 

the cover shows no due marks or notes to imply that this misuse was reported. 

 This illustrated cover is addressed to J.A. Everitt, Seedsman, in        
Indianapolis.  Everitt was the publisher of Up-to-Date Farming magazine, and 
the founder of the American Society of Equity - a group of farmers working to 

regulate market prices for crops. 

 Illegal usage of postage due stamps to pay for registrations fees were 
not the only postal mishaps Everitt was involved in: he was accused of        

violating postal laws in 1898, although he was not convicted. 

Portrait of J.A. Everitt 
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International Mail Treaty Mail 

The Universal Postal Union was established on October 9, 1874.  In 1875, the United States joined the organization.  Countries that were members of the UPU      

followed its regulations - this included a postage rate of 5¢ per half ounce for mail between member countries. 

When postage due stamps were issued in 1879, there were approximately seventy countries who were members of the UPU.  All countries outside of the UPU were 
subject to mail rates determined by individual treaties with the US. 

Peru joined the 

UPU in April 1879.  

This exploded cover, 
mailed June 1879, 

should have qualified 

for the 5¢ UPU rate.  
The 27 Peruvian cents 

(roughly 25¢ US) that 

this cover is prepaid 
should have covered the 

delivery cost of a two-

and-a-half ounce letter. 

The most likely 
reason for the 17¢ due 

is that the postal clerks 

were unaware of the 

rate change, and 
charged the letter at the 

previous treaty rate. 

In 1878, the treaty 

rate for mail from Peru 
was 10¢ per half ounce.  

The total charge of 

roughly 42¢ would   
cover the cost for a two 

ounce letter (with 2¢ 

overpaid). 

Another possible  
theory is that the postal 
clerk charged the letter as 
unpaid at the 1877 Peru 
treaty rate of 17¢. 

 

3¢ Brown (strip of five) & 1¢ Brown (pair), Cancelled with 4-Ring Target 

Paying deficiency on 2 oz letter at 10¢ Peru Treaty Rate 
Carried to USA via Panama  -  July 3 (1879) 

The cover below represent the earliest reported use of US postage due stamps 

on overseas mail.  It was mailed from Peru to Wisconsin via Panama and New York. 

3¢ Brown, Precancelled with New York String of Pearls 

Paying unpaid 3¢ Venezuela Treaty Rate 
Carried to USA by Barque (Bark) Hornet - November 14, 1879 

News Clipping from the New York Tribune 

November 15, 1879 - Hornet Arrival Circled 

Venezuela joined the UPU in 1880.  
Prior to their entry, mail between the US 

and Venezuela was determined by a  

treaty established in 1866.  This treaty 
stipulated that "Domestic rates of postage 

are chargeable on all correspondence   

received from Venezuela..."  The cover 

above was mailed from Venezuela in 

1879. 

It is assumed that the sender of the 

letter paid the captain of the Barque   

Hornet to carry the letter to the US.  After 
arriving at the Broadway post office in 

New York, it was charged the 3¢ domestic 

rate for delivery. 
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International Mail Ship Mail: Non-Treaty/Non-UPU 

A blanket 5¢ charge was applied to letters from countries who were not      

members of the UPU, and did not have specific mail treaties with the US.  These 
letters often arrived 

by ship; it was        
assumed that the 

payment for the initial 
delivery to the US by 

ship was prepaid by 

the sender. 

Selection from The Postal Laws and  

Regulations of the United States of America, 
1879 

5¢ Brown, Cancelled with red Boston Propeller 

Paying 5¢ Foreign (Non-Treaty/Non-UPU) Steamship Rate 
Colombia to Boston  -  June 30, 1881 

The cover below was carried by the steamship 

Flamborough from Barbados to New York City in 

June 1880.  Barbados joined the UPU in 1967. 

 

 
This cover was 

mailed to Professor 
Baird, Secretary of 

the Smithsonian   

Institution. 

Baird was a 

naturalist, and was 
the first museum 

curator named at 

the Smithsonian. 

 

News Clipping from  

The New York Tribune - June 9, 1880 
Flamborough arrival Circled 

1¢ Brown (pair) & 3¢ Brown, 

Cancelled with Square Datestamp 
Paying 5¢ Foreign  

(Non-Treaty/Non-UPU)  

Steamship Rate 
Barbados to Washington, D.C. 

 June 8, 1880 

2¢ Brown (pair) &1¢ Brown 

Cancelled with Quartered Cork 
Paying 5¢ Foreign (Non-Treaty/Non-UPU) 
Steamship Rate 
South Australia to New York - August 8, 1887 

 The cover at left was 
prepaid six pence - the ship 

rate for delivery from South 

Australia to the US.  Once it 
arrived, it was rated due 5¢, 

paying the blanket rate for 

delivery within the US. 

  Colombia joined the UPU on July 1, 1881.  (Just one day after the 

letter above arrived in the US.) 
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Ship Mail: Private Ship International Mail Ship Mail: Drop Letter 

10¢ Brown (x3), 5¢ Brown (x4), 2¢ Brown (pair), Cancelled with Quarter Cork and Receiving datestamp 

Paying unpaid 56¢ Ship Drop Letter rate (2¢ per ½ oz; 7 oz weight; doubling penalty) 
Carried to USA by Steamship British Princess - August 31, 1884 

The cover above was delivered from Liverpool, England to Philadelphia via the steamer 
British Princess.  It was dropped at the Philadelphia office, where it was marked 56¢ due - 

the price for a seven ounce letter.  The amount due was paid with three 10¢, four 5¢, and 

three 2¢ postage due stamps (one of which is now missing from the cover.) 

When foreign mails were unpaid for their ship delivery to the US, the post    

office was obligated to pay the captain’s delivery fee of 2¢ per letter.  To           
compensate for this 

fee, private ship 
mail was charged 

double postage. 

Selection from  

The Postal Laws and Regulations  
of the United States of America, 

1879 

3¢ Brown (pair), Cancelled with red Boston Broken Cross 

Paying unpaid 6¢ Ship rate (double postage, 3¢ First Class) 

The cover was marked with a “SHIP DUE 6” circular handstamp when it arrived in    
Philadelphia.  It was delivered to Boston, where the vertical pair of 3¢ stamps paid the ship 

doubling penalty on the 3¢ first class postage rate. 

The doubling rate for private ship letters also applied to ship drop letters.  

Drop letters were regularly charged 2¢ per half ounce - in the case of ship drop 

letters, the rate was 4¢ per half ounce. 

News Clipping from the Philadelphia Inquirer 

September 1, 1884  -  British Princess circled 

International Mail 
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International Mail UPU: Invalid Free Frank International Mail PaqueBot 

At the fourth Postal Union Congress in 1891, the UPU set regulations for 

paquebot (packet boat) mail.  Under these regulations, the stamps and rates 
of the vessel’s home country applied to mail posted from the vessel at sea.  If a 

letter was posted from a vessel at port, the stamps and rates of the port country 

applied. 

Letters from these ships could be dropped and accepted at the post office of 

any UPU member country. 

5¢ Bright Claret & 3¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with Receiving datestamp 
Carried to USA by Atlas Line steamer - Posted at New York Port 

Paying 8¢ deficiency on underpaid Paquetbot mail 

The cover below was mailed from a steamer of the British 
Atlas Line.  The ship arrived at New York from Kingston,          

Jamaica.  The letter was most likely posted while at harbor in 

New York, as it was paid with a US 2¢ stamp. 

The reason for the 8¢ charge is uncertain.  It could be the 
rate for an overweight letter (1 oz paid on a 5 oz letter: 4¢ due 

plus doubling penalty) or the rate for foreign letter mischarged by 

the New York postal clerk (5¢ foreign rate plus doubling penalty 

reduced by 2¢ prepaid). 

Enhanced Photocopy of  
NY Paquebot handstamp 

Within a country, certain government officials could be granted the “free 

frank” privilege - the ability to send mail without payment by signing their 
name.  This privilege was only active in the country that bestowed it, and other 

UPU countries had no obligation to honor mail sent via foreign free frank.  Only 

official post office communications were qualified for free overseas mail. 

 The cover above is franked at the lower left with the 

signature of William E. Gladstone, who served four terms as 
Prime Minister of Great Britain.  When this letter was 

mailed in 1887, Gladstone had just ended his third term as 

Prime Minster.   

 As a former Prime Minister, and current member of the 

opposition party government, Gladstone still would have the 
free frank privilege for domestic mail.  Gladstone sent this 

letter unpaid, with only his signature as a frank, despite 

this privilege not applying to foreign correspondence. 

Portrait of  
W. E. Gladstone 

10¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with blue New York “PO” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate 
Invalid Free Frank - William E. Gladstone 
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International Mail UPU: Unpaid Mail 

 The UPU laid out regulations for international mail between member countries at its first congress in Bern, 

and clarified the regulations further at the Paris congress in 1878.  The rate for postage between member      
countries was set at 25 French centimes (converted to 5¢ in US currency) per half ounce.  Both completely     
unpaid and insufficiently paid mail were subject to a doubling penalty on the amount due. 

 When UPU mail was insufficiently paid, it was handstamped with a “T” for “taxe” to indicate to the receiving 
country that postage was due.  Each country used their own handstamps, resulting in a variety of “T” markings 

on foreign mails. 

Selections from Convention of Paris, June 1878 

10¢ Brown,  

Cancelled with blue  
New York String of Pearls 
Paying doubling penalty  

on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate 
Riga, Russia (Latvia)  
to New York, NY 

10¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with New York “UD” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate 
Cienfuegos, Cuba to New York, NY 

10¢ Bright Claret,  

Precancelled with  
Manuscript Penstroke 

Paying doubling penalty 

on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate  
Unnaryd, Sweden  

to Minneapolis, MN 

Large “T” Handstamp 

Enhanced Photocopy 

“T.” In Circle 

Enhanced Photocopy 

Sweden “T.” In Hexagon 

Enhanced Photocopy 
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International Mail UPU: Unpaid Mail 

10¢ Red Brown (x2), Cancelled with Brooklyn  “V” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 10¢ UPU double weight rate 
Liverpool, England to New York, NY 

30¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with New York “PO” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty on 15¢ UPU triple weight rate 
Baranquilla. Columbia to New York, NY 

Originally addressed 
to Washington, D.C., this 

cover was forwarded to 

Boston, Massachusetts.  
There was no additional 

fee for forwarding, as per 

UPU agreement. 

Although this cover is 

marked “ship’s letter”, it 
was carried by contract 

packet ship so it did not 

qualify for the private ship 

rate. 

Liverpool “T” In Hexagon 

Enhanced Photocopy 

There are 
fewer than five 

reported uses of 

the 30¢ red 
brown postage 

due stamps on 

cover. 

Barranquilla “T” In Circle 

Enhanced Photocopy 

5¢ Brown (pair), Cancelled with Smudge 

Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate - No Advertising Charge 
Westra Solberga, Sweden to Cherry Creek, NY 

5¢ Brown (x4) 

Precancelled with 
blue New York  
String of Pearls 

Paying doubling  
penalty on unpaid  

5¢ UPU rate  

(total 1 oz) 
Havana, Cuba to  

New York, NY 

The cover above is addressed to the PO box of Ladislao Baamonde, a Spanish naval   

commander. 

The cover at 
right was advertised 

in Cherry Creek, 

New York in 1879.  
Because the post 

office was not one 

authorized to charge 

the 1¢ advertising 
fee, this cover is   

only charged as an 

unpaid UPU letter. 

This cover is 
the earliest known 

use of the 5¢ 

brown postage due 

stamps. 

“ADVERTISED” Handstamp 

Enhanced Photocopy 

Cuba “T” 

Enhanced Photocopy 
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International Mail UPU: Unpaid Mail - Invalid Stamp 

The UPU specified that mail could only be paid for with 

stamps valid in the country from which it was mailed.  Stamps 
that were not accepted by a country’s post office were invalid and 
marked with a “0” cipher (see regulations on page 54).  This marking          

indicated to other countries that the stamps should not be counted 

as payment.  

5¢ Bright Claret (pair),  

Precancelled with Detroit “8” Double Oval 
Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate 
Invalid use of German 1889 20pf stamp in Bavaria 

The cover above was mailed in the Republic of Argentina with a damaged stamp that the postal 
clerk deemed invalid for use.  A “0” was written in pencil to the left of the stamp, and the “T” handstamp 

was applied.  Five 2¢ postage due stamps were affixed to the reverse in Wellfleet, Massachusetts. 

2¢ Red Brown (block of five),  

Cancelled with hollow Oval Grid  
Affixed to Reverse - Reduced Photocopy 

Paying doubling penalty 
on 5¢ UPU rate  

Invalid use of Damaged  

Argentina 1885 12c stamp 

The mourning cover at left 
was mailed in the Kingdom of  
Bavaria with a German stamp.  
“0” was written with blue crayon 

to the left of the stamp, and it 
was charged 10¢ due on delivery. 

 

This cover represents the   
earliest known use of the 5¢ 
bright claret postage due 
stamps. 

10¢ Red Brown (pair), Cancelled with Brooklyn  “V” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty on 5¢ UPU rate (1 oz) 
Invalid use of US 1890 1¢ Franklin stamps (pair) in Nicaragua 

Although the cover below was addressed to the US, because it was mailed 
from San Juan del Norte, Nicaragua the two 1¢ US stamps used for prepayment 

were invalid. 

The postal clerk drew the “0” cipher in red crayon directly on the stamp 

face.  According the UPU regulations, the marking should be "placed at the side 

of the postage-stamps."  Additional “0” marks were drawn in pencil to the left of 

the stamps. 
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International Mail UPU: Short Paid and Returned/Refused 

3¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with New York “M.I.&R.” CDS duplex and Circle Grill 

Paying 3¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate 
1¢ ≈ 5 Swiss centimes ≈ 5 French centimes 

New York, NY to Geneva, Switzerland  -  Forwarded to Kremil Bicetre, France  -  Returned to New York, NY 

5¢ Red Brown & 1¢ Red Brown, Precancelled with Chicago Wavy Lines 

Paying doubling penalty on 3¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate  
Chicago, IL to Munich, Germany  -  Returned to Chicago, IL 

There were no fees for forwarding or returning mail      

between UPU member countries.  If unclaimed outbound 
letters were insufficiently paid, the balance due (and any 
doubling penalties) were to be collected upon their        

return. 

When letters were unclaimed with postage due affixed, it 

was the responsibility of the US postmaster who applied the 

stamps to account for their use. 

The Grant letter sheets 
were issued prepaid at the 2¢ 

domestic mail rate.  The sheet 

at right was sent to Germany 
with no additional postage - 

3¢ short paid.  The letter was 

refused in Germany, where 

the “Annahme verweigert.    
refusé.” (Acceptance refused) 

label was applied. 

When the letter returned 

to the US, the Chicago post 
office affixed 6¢ in postage 

due to pay the doubling    

penalty on the deficiency, as 
per UPU regulations.  The 

post office would have to     

account for these stamps after 

the letter was unclaimed and 

sent to the DLO. 

before the letter was returned. 

This letter was mailed to 
Geneva, Switzerland with only 

2¢ of the 5¢ UPU rate prepaid.   

Upon arrival in Switzer-

land, a strip of three 5c due 

stamps was applied - paying 
only the single rate deficiency.  

These Swiss due stamps were 

unpaid, as letter was re-
addressed and forwarded to 

France.  In France, a 30c  

postage due stamp was affixed 
- paying the doubling penalty 

on the 15c due. 

Still unpaid, the cover 

was returned to the US.  The 
3¢ postage due applied in the 

US only covered the single rate         

deficiency. 

After a year of travel, the 

cover was ultimately sent to 

the DLO unclaimed. 

2¢ Red Brown (strip of three) 

Cancelled with New York “PO” Double Ovals 
Paying doubling penalty on  

3¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate 
New York, NY to Pinar del Rio, Cuba 

Returned to New York, NY 

The cover above arrived in Cuba 3¢ short paid.  When the           
addressee could not be found, it was returned to The Manhattan Life 

Insurance Co. in the US, as per the instructions on the front corner 

card. 

Regulations were not correctly followed for the cover below   -   postage due stamps were applied by countries  
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International Mail UPU: Short Paid 

Unlike domestic mail, which was only applied a 

doubling penalty to completely unpaid mail, UPU 
mail was charged a doubling penalty on all     

deficiencies. 

UPU mail was charged insufficient when it was 
mistakenly paid at domestic rates, or when it was 

overweight. 

3¢ Red Brown (pair), Cancelled with Boston Boxed Cross 

Paying doubling penalty on 1½d deficiency at 2½d UPU rate 
London, England to Boston, MA 

The mourning cover below was mailed with an 1880, 
1d (≈2¢) stamp.  This rate would pay the domestic postage 

rate in Great Britain. 

The ≈3¢ deficiency on this cover is paid with a pair of 

red brown stamps.  Because use of the 3¢ postage due 
stamps dropped heavily after 1883, examples of used red 

brown 3¢ stamps are uncommon. 

10¢ Brown 

Precancelled with blue  
New York String of Pearls 

Paying doubling penalty on overweight   

2½d deficiency at 2½d UPU rate (total 1 oz) 
London, England to New York, NY 

The cover at right was paid at the UPU single rate with 
an 1875 2½d (≈5¢) stamp.  It was charged 10¢ due in New 

York to cover the deficiency for overweight mail, plus the 

doubling penalty. 

Dated October 7, 1879, this cover is the earliest      
recorded use of the 10¢ brown stamp.  The high value  

postage due stamps were first released to post offices in    

September, 1879. 

5¢ Brown (pair),  

Cancelled with Negative Triangle 
Paying doubling penalty on overweight 
2½d deficiency at 2½d UPU rate (total 1 oz) 
Inverness, Scotland to Patterson, NJ 

The cover at left was mailed with an 1876, 2½d (≈5¢) 
stamp - the UPU rate for a single weight (half ounce) letter.  

At one ounce, it was charged an additional rate of 5¢ plus 

the doubling penalty. 

The cover is dated July 17, 1879 - the first month in 
which the postage due stamps were used.  It is paid with a 

pair of 5¢ postage due stamps, as the 10¢ stamp was not    

issued yet. 

London “T” 

Enhanced Photocopy 

Scotland “T” 

Enhanced Photocopy 
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International Mail UPU: Short Paid 

5¢ Red Brown (pair), Cancelled with Negative “B” 

Paying doubling penalty on overweight 
5¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate (total 1 oz) 
Honolulu, Kingdom of Hawaii to Piqua, OH 

French is the official language of the UPU, 
and the 5¢ UPU rate was expressed in French  

currency as “25 centimes”. 

10¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with Circular Grill 

Paying doubling penalty on overweight 
5¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate (total 1 oz) 

Oldham, England to Dover, NH 

“T 25 CENTIMES” 

Enhanced Photocopy 

1¢ Bright Claret & 2¢ Bright Claret (pair), Cancelled with Ellipse Target Duplex & Smudges 

Paying doubling penalty on 5k deficiency at 10k UPU rate 
Warnsdorf, Austria to Hazelton, PA 

The 5k (≈2½¢) letter sheet above was issued to pay the         
domestic delivery rate in Austria; used for overseas mail, it was 

2½¢ short of the 5¢ UPU rate. 

Austria “T” 

Enhanced Photocopy 

Germany “T.” in Hexagon 

Enhanced Photocopy 

3¢ Red Brown (pair), Cancelled with Boston Boxed Cross 

Paying doubling penalty on 1½d deficiency at 2½d UPU rate 
Stratford On Avon, England to Boston, MA 

Great Britain usually used handstamps 
with a “T” in a tall hexagon shape for their 
postage due UPU mail.  Additions to this 
basic design, such as town abbreviations or 
the amount due, were used by different    

cities. 

“T 25” in Hexagon 

Enhanced Photocopy 
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International Mail UPU Surtaxed Route: Short Paid 

The UPU set the price for mail between member countries at      

25 centimes (US 5¢), but noted that mail "conveyed by services    
maintained by Administrations foreign to the Union, or conveyed by    

extraordinary services" were permitted to charge an extra fee to cover 
additional expenses.  This allowed certain mail routes to charge a 

surtax in addition to the UPU rate.  These surtaxes were subject to 

the same doubling penalty if unpaid. 

From 1889 until 1893, mail from British India to the US was charged a surtax.          

Depending on the route, 1 anna or 2½ annas were added to the 2 anna UPU rate. 

1¢ & 2¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with Smudge 

Paying doubling penalty on ½ anna deficiency  
at 2 anna UPU rate plus 1anna surtax 
½  anna ≈ 1¢ 
British India to New Bedford, MA 

The cover at left was mailed 
along the 1 anna surtaxed route for a 

3 anna total rate.  It was prepaid in a 

2½ anna stamped envelope - a ½  

anna deficiency. 

The value of a ½ anna was just 

a little over 1 US cent.  With the  

doubling penalty, the US postal clerk 

charged the cover 3¢ due. 

Poste restante 

held mail at a post 
office until it was 
called for by the 
recipient; for up to 
two months. It was 
primarily used for 
travelers who did 
not have a set    
address abroad.  
There was no fee 

for this service. 

10¢ Red Brown (pair) 

Cancelled with  

Providence Negative “P” 
Paying doubling penalty  

on 2½ anna deficiency at 
2 anna UPU rate  
plus 1 anna surtax 

½ anna ≈ 1¢;  
Chicacole, India to Providence, RI   

-  Poste Restante 

 

The cover below was mailed over the 1 anna surtaxed route 
from Chicacole (Srikakulam), India to the US.  Underneath the 

postage due stamps, the cover is marked “Poste restante”. 

10¢ Red Brown (pair) & 2¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with blue Manuscript 

Paying doubling penalty on 11¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate plus 6¢ Surtax (1 oz) 
Callao, Peru to Troy, NY 

Beginning in 1883, mail from Peru was subject to a 5¢ surtax 

when carried via San Francisco; and a 6¢ surtax when carried via 

Panama.  These surtaxes were in effect until 1905. 
The cover below was mailed from Peru to New York via Panama.         

Including the surtax, the rate per half ounce was 11¢.  This letter was    

double weight, and charged an additional rate plus the doubling fee. 

After the domestic postage rate dropped from 3¢ to 2¢ in 1883, there was little 
use for the 3¢ postage due stamps.  Since the red brown stamps were issued the 
same year, uses of the 3¢ red brown (like the pair shown above) stamps, are not 

common. 
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International Mail UPU Surtaxed Route: Short Paid 

10¢ Red Brown (pair), Precancelled with New York String of Pearls 

Paying doubling penalty on 10¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate plus 5¢ Surtax (1 oz) 
Honda, Colombia to New York, NY  -  via US Legation Bogotá 

Starting in 1883, mail from Colombia to 

the US was subject to a 5¢ surtax per half 

ounce.  This surtax was in place until 1905. 
The cover at right was paid at the single rate of 

10¢.  The letter was overweight, and was charged 

an additional 10¢ plus doubling penalty.  Dated 

May 9, 1885, this represents the earliest known 

use of the 10¢ red brown dues. 

50¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with faint Smudge - used with 10¢ Small Numeral Due (x2) 

Paying doubling penalty on 35¢ deficiency at 5¢ UPU rate plus 5¢ Surtax (5 oz) 
Guayaquil, Ecuador to San Francisco, CA 

From 1891 until 1914, mail from Ecuador to the US 

was charged an additional 5¢ per half ounce for delivery. 
The cover at left was prepaid 30¢, the rate for one-and-a-half  

ounces at the UPU rate plus surtax.  The total weight of the cover 
was five ounces, resulting in a 35¢ deficiency.  This was doubled to 

70¢, and paid with one 50¢ large numeral due and two 10¢ small 

numeral dues. 

There are fewer than five 50¢ bright claret postage due 

stamps known on cover. 

Guayaquil “T” In Circle 

Enhanced Photocopy 

Selection from Convention of Paris, June 1878 
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International Mail UPU Postcard: Invalid & Short Paid Card  

The UPU rate for postal cards to member countries was 10 

centimes (US 2¢).  This value was often rounded up or down  
depending on the currency of the nation from which the cards 

were sent.  Many of the same rules that applied to domestic 
post cards also applied to international cards—nothing could be 

affixed to the back and only the address and mailing               
instructions were permitted on the front.  Regulations specified 

that cards could not exceed dimensions of 14 cm by 19 cm. 

The same rules for first class UPU mail applied to postal 

cards. 

3¢ Bright Claret,  

Cancelled with New York “PO” Double Oval 
Paying doubling penalty on 3k deficiency  
at 5k UPU rate 

3k ≈ 1½¢ ;  3k ≈ 5 centimes ;   
5 centimes ≈2¢;  7½ centimes ≈ 3¢ 
Waidhofen, Austria to New York, NY 

The card at left was mailed 
from Austria to the US at the       

domestic rate of two kreuzer - the 

UPU rate was five kreuzer. 

The 3¢ charge is the result of 

currency conversion rounded up. 

 

When this card passed through 
the mail, it was marked “7½c” due - the 
value due in centimes, equivalent to 

about three US cents. 

5¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with purple handstamp 

Paying doubling penalty on unpaid 10pf UPU rate 
10pf ≈ 12½ centimes ≈ 2½¢ 

Invalid use of German postal card in Bavaria 
Odernheim, Bavaria to Brooklyn, NY 

The German postal card at 
right  was mailed from Bavaria.  

Although Bavaria’s international 

mail went through Germany’s UPU 
membership, the kingdom had an 

autonomous postal system.  The 

German prepaid card was invalid 

when mailed in Bavaria. 

 

The UPU postal card rate for      
Germany was 10 pfennig, roughly    
equivalent to 12½ French centimes.  
When converted to cents in the US, it 
was charged 2½¢ due plus the dou-

bling penalty. 

2¢ Red Brown, Cancelled with New York “PO” Double Oval 

Paying doubling penalty of 1k deficiency at 4k UPU rate - Returned Mail 
Russia to New York 

The cover above was mailed from Russia at the 1890 four kopek UPU 
postal card rate (previously, the rate was only three kopek).  The kopek 

was roughly equivalent to half a US cent.  With a one kopek deficiency, it 

was charged 2¢ due on delivery in New York - four times what it should 
have cost.  Assumedly the postal clerk charged the card at a simple 1k to 

1¢ exchange. 

This card was never claimed.  It was refused in New York, where the 

straight line “REFUSED” and “B.L.” in circled handstamps were applied.  

The unpaid due would have to be accounted for by the post office. 
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International Mail UPU Post Card: Short Paid 

2¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with New York 

“PO” Double Oval 
Paying doubling penalty on 

 ½d deficiency at 1d UPU rate 

½d ≈ 5 centimes ≈ 1¢ 
Bettwsycoed, North Wales to New York, NY 

The card at right was 
mailed from Great Britain to 

the US with the half penny 

domestic post card rate paid 
- the UPU rate was one   

British penny. 

The card was charged a 

doubling penalty on the 1¢       

deficiency when it arrived in 

the US. 

 The private postal card below was mailed from Germany to New York, prepaid with five 

pfennig.  The rate for German UPU postal cards was 10pf.   

 The 5pf deficiency on the card was roughly  

equivalent to just a little over one US cent.  This 

was rounded up with the doubling penalty for a 

3¢ charge due. 

3¢ Bright Claret,  

Cancelled with New York  

“M.I.&R.” CDS duplex  
and Circle Grill 

Paying doubling penalty  
on 5pf deficiency 

 at 10pf UPU rate 

5pf ≈ 5 centimes ≈ 1¢ 
Wilhelmshohe, Germany 

to New York, NY 

2¢ Bright Claret (x3),  

Cancelled with blue crayon Manuscript 
Paying doubling penalty on unpaid  

12½c UPU Letter rate 

Oversize postcard Uprated to Letter rate  
4c ≈ 1¢  

Amsterdam, Netherlands to Roxbury, MA 

The private postal card above was mailed from the Netherlands to the US at 
the five Dutch cent UPU rate for postal cards.  The card is 9.7 cm tall - larger than 

the UPU size limit of 9 cm.  It was uprated to the letter mail rate of twelve and a 

half cents. 

The exchange rate between Dutch and US cents was roughly 4c to 1¢.  This 
made the unpaid letter rate for mail from the Netherlands a little over 3¢ in the 

US.  The postal clerk in New York rounded the total to 6¢ due after the doubling 

penalty. 

 

Although the letter is prepaid with a 1872 Netherlands 5c stamp, the post-

card was treated as unpaid.  Notice that the stamp does not appear to be can-

celled until it arrived in Roxbury Station in Massachusetts. 
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International Mail UPU: Advertised 

1¢ Bright Claret & 10¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with Smudge 

Paying 1¢ Advertising Fee plus doubling penalty on unpaid 5¢ UPU rate 
Wiska, Sweden to Luddington, MI 

The same rules for advertising domestic letters applied to  

foreign letters.  From 1879 until 1886, only the six largest US 
post offices could charge a 1¢ fee for advertising letters held.  

After 1886, all post offices could apply this fee.  The fee was 

added to any additional charges due. 

1¢ Bright Claret,  

Cancelled with New York  
“PO” Double Oval 

Paying 1¢ Advertising Fee 
London to New York City 

The cover at right 
was received in bad  

condition.  It was re-

sealed with official US 

post office seals. 

The letter was sent 

to the DLO when the 

addressee could not be 

found. 

1¢ Bright Claret, Cancelled with “T” 

Paying 1¢ Advertising Fee 
2¢ Bright Claret (pair), Cancelled with Manuscript Crosshatching 

Paying doubling penalty on 3k deficiency at 10k UPU rate 

3k ≈ 1¢ 
Golbstadt Tavre, Russia (Ukraine) to Newton, KS 

This cover was mailed 
from Russia with a 7k stamp.  

While this was the correct  

postage a few years prior; in 
1891 when this letter was 

mailed, the UPU rate from  

Russia at was 10k. 

When this letter was 

mailed, all post offices, even 
this small Kansas town, were 

authorized to charge the 1¢  

advertising fee. 
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Conclusion Influence & Successors 

After the US issued the large numeral postage due stamps, their simple but 

elegant appearance inspired other countries to copy elements of the design for 

their own stamps. 

Mexico redrew the design to use for its 1882 regular issue of postage 

stamps, removing "US" and adding additional numerals to the corners.  In 
1890, New South Wales issued their own postage due stamps with a very     

similar design.  When NSW joined the Commonwealth of Australia, that design 

was adapted for use by the new government. 

Mexico 3¢ Carmine Lake 
Regular Postage 

NSW 1¢ Green 
Postage Due 

CoA 6¢ Green 
Postage Due 

1¢ Bright Claret 
Postage Due 

1¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

2¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

3¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

5¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

10¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

50¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

30¢ Claret 
Specimen Overprint 

In 1894, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing took over all US stamp   

production.  The BEP designed a new issue of postage dues, known as the 
“small numeral dues” to replace the large numeral design.  These stamps kept 

the central numeral format, but created a new decorative background. 

The small numeral stamps were issued to post offices and used alongside 
the remaining large numeral stamps.  Mixed usage continued until the stock of 

large numeral stamps was depleted. 

3¢ Bright Claret (large numeral), 1¢ Claret (small numeral)  

Cancelled with “08” Double Oval 
Paying deficiency on overweight 2¢ First Class rate 

The large numeral dues were the first of their kind, serving as the US’s    

introduction to the postage due accounting system.  Postage due stamps would 
be used in the United states until 1996, when they were officially discontinued 

as a bookkeeping system. 

Today the stamps are an interesting field of study for philatelists and     
historians.  Their uses for different US rates and fees penalties provides insight 

to the workings of the postal system in; and their mixed use with the stamps of 

foreign countries illustrates the complexities of international mail. 

From essays printed to test design appearance, proofs for display, and    
domestic and foreign postage payment, this exhibit has shown the many uses of 

the large numeral postage due stamps.  There really is so much to due. 

This exhibit is available for 

download to read at your 

convenience.  To download a 

copy, visit the exhibit website at: 

https://goo.gl/BMUx1V 


